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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Democratic
Gov. Julian Carroll has won a full term
with a smashing victory over Republicar.
Robert Gable despite the predicted peril of
an anti-busing backlash in populous Jeffer-
son County.
Kentucky voters Tuesday also elected
%Thelma Stovall as their first woman
lieutenant governor, and swept a slate of
seven other Democrats into secondary
state offices.
Carroll's landslide margin of 180,000 was
even greater than his impressive triumph
in last May's gubernatorial primary.
And he won the 5th District in
Southeastern Kentucky, the first time any
Democratic gubernatorial nominee has
carried that Republican stronghold.
With 3,228 of 3,311 precincts counted
unofficially, Carroll had 453,210 votes to
274,559 for Gable.
The governor immediately pledged his
priority in the next four years will be on
education. Kentucky ranks near the bot-
tom of states in financial support for
secondary and elementary education.
Carroll, a 41-year-old silverhaired
lawyer from Paducah, has been in state
politics since 1961, when he became a
legislator. He was elected lieutenant
governor and succeeded Wendell Ford last
December when Ford was elected U.S.
senator.
Gable, a 41-year-old wealthy coal and
lumber owner of Frankfort, is a former
state parks commissioner who ran un-
successfully for U.S. Senate in the 1972
primary.
He was counting on bitterness over
court-ordered school busing for
desegregation in the Louisville area to
vault him into an upset victory in tandem
with the customary huge GOP margin in
his home 5th District.
Although Carroll also opposed busing,
the backlash was supposed to be hurting
the incumbents.
It didn't work out that way. Carroll held
Gable to a standoff in Jefferson County,
which the Republicans have been winning
for the past 20 years, and the 2 to 1
statewide Democratic margin in
registration told the remainder of the
story.
"I expected a 125,000-vote margin, but
never this much," Carroll told a jubilant
Democratic victory rally.
Gable made a short concession
statement to a surprisingly festive crowd
at GOP election headquarters
"The impact of money and organization
was just too much," he commented later to
a reporter. Democrats had been out-
spending the GOP by at least 4 to 1 in the
campaign.
Carroll acknowledged his forces had
"worked Jefferson County real hard," and
said he is proud of residents for "wading
through a jungle of rhetoric (on
busing )...they examined what we've done
in the past."
The governor said that the tide was run-
ning against Democrats at Louisville a few
(See Carroll, Page 16)
Brewer Named Manager
Of Local Phone Office
Tom Brewer, currently manager of the
Paducah office of South Central Bell and a
former manager of the Murray office, will
return to Murray Nov. 17 to take over the
managerial duties of the local office ac-
cording to an announcement made today
by South Central Bell.
Brewer will replace Dewey Yates, the
current local manager, who will become
the internal auditor in the main South
Central Bell Office in Louisville.
Brewer is chairman of the board of
managers of the West Kentucky Easter
Seal Center for Handicapped Children and
Adults and is a member of the ad-
ministrative board of the Trinity United
Methodist Church in Paducah.
He has been associated with the Bell
System since 1946 and was the manager of
the Murray office from 1962 to 1964. He has
been manager of the Paducah office since
August of 1964.
Brewer and his wife, June, have two
sons, Rick and Mike, who are both married
and currently living in Marshall County.
The Brewers expect to move to Murray






Elected To Four-Year Term
Calloway County vote totals reflected
the statewide trend of Tuesday's election
with a complete sweep for Democratic
candidates in local vote totals.
Gov. Julian Carroll carried Calloway
County comfortably with a 4,348 to 685
margin, with two write-in votes for Todd
Hollenbach.
With local county judge Robert 0. Miller
as her state campaign co-chairman,
Thelma Stovall was also an easy winner
here, with a 3,739 to 746 win over Shirley
Palmer-Ball.
Similar vote margins were carried
throughout the statewide races.
In local elections, Republican John
Neubauer failed to generate enough votes
to defeat any of the Democratic candidates
for Murray City Council, gathering only
557 votes, with the lowest Democratic
candidates total 1,598.
The election confirms Ward A coun-
cilmen as Loyd Arnold, Buel Stalls, Philip
Tibbs, Dave Willis, Art Lee and Ed
Chrisman. Ward B councilmen are Melvin
Henley, William Furches, C. C. Lowry,
Howard Kt)enen, Tom Rushing, and
Woodrow Fticlanan.
Dr. C. C. Lowry led the council ticket
with 1,870 votes. Other totals were: Ar-
nold, 1,588; Stalls 1,655; Tibbs, 1,589;
Kentucky Voters Defy Trends In
Approving Cortitutional Changes
LOUISVII.LF, Ky. (AP) — Defying a
trend that began in 1896, Kentucky voters
have approved two amendments to the
state constitution, including one which
provides for sweeping changes in the
state's judicial system.
The second, which goes into effect next
year, will extend homestead exemptions to
many senior citizens not eligible for
benefits under the Homestead Act of 1971.
The Homestead Amendment will make
it possible for persons 65 and older to claim
a $7,700 deduction on any part of a building
In which they live, including apartments,
condominiums and store buildings.
The 1971 Homestead Act provided an
exemption of the first $6,500 of assessed
value of a home for property tax purposes.
A $1,200 cost of living adjustment raised
that to $7,700 this year.
It was approved by a more convincing
margin than the judicial amendment, but
both received heavy support in urban
areas, particularly Jefferson County.
With 89.7 per cent of the vote in, the
homestead measure had 200,271 favorable
votes and 135,400 against it. The judicial
proposal had 182,829 "yes" votes to 164,151
"no's."
The judicial amendment will create a
Mrs. Stovall Says Her Sex Will
Not Make Any Difference In Post
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP -- Thelma
Stovall, the first woman to be elected Ken-
tucky's lieutenant governor, shrugs off
suggestions that she may have to work
harder because of her sex.
"It hasn't made any difference in the
past, and it won't now," she remarked,
pointing out that she has held various state
offices for 25 years.
'In fact, my opponent might have been
better off if he hadn't tried to straighten
out some voters' confusion over his
name," quipped Mrs. Stovall.
She was referring to Shirley Palmer-
Ball, her Republican foe in Tuesday's
general election. Palmer-Ball tried unsuc-
cessfully to have his name appear on the
ballot as "S.W." rather than "Shirley" to
dispel belief that he is a woman.
Unofficial returns from 2,942 of 3,311
Cloudy and Mild
Increasing cloudiness and mild tonight
with only scattered showers in the area
during the period. Lows tonight in the low
and mid 50s. Thursday, mostly cloudy and
mild with a good chance of a thun-
dershower. Highs in the low and mid 70s.
Winds southerly around five m.p.h.
tonight. Outlook for Friday — partly
cloudy and warm. Rain chances are 40 per
cent tonight and 50 per cent Thursday.
Thelma Stovall
precincts gave Mrs. Stovall 375,887 votes to
226,903 for Palmer-Ball, a Louisville
business executive making his first race.
Mrs. Stovall, currently secretary of
state, was one of three women who cap-
tured state offices as the Democrats
scored easy victories in all of the con-
stitutional offices.
Frances Jones Mills, now Court of Ap-
peals clerk, will take over in December as
state treasurer. She ran far ahead of
Republican Larry Perkins of Lexington.
Replacing Mrs. Mills as appellate cler6
will be Martha Layne Collins of Versaille,
Mrs. Collins, a former schoolteache,
defeated Republican Joseph Lambert
Mt. Vernon.
The new state superintendent of publp
instruction will be Dr. James Graham,
who heads the Bowling Green school
system. His GOP opposition came from
James Taylor, a Jefferson Count',
schoolteacher.
State Treasurer Drexel] Davis will move
Into the secretary of state's office. He de-
feated Huda Jones, a Beattyville
Republican.
Hopkinsville Mayor George Atkins will
be resigning that post to become state
auditor. His Republican opposition came
from Richard Combs, a Covington
businessman
Fayette County Judge Robert Stephens
was picked as attorney general over Joe
Whittle, a Leitchfield Republican.
Former state Sen. Tom Harris of
Carrollton won election as agriculture
commissioner, defeating RePublicarf
Robert Miller of Tompkinsville, who had
served in that post with the last
Republican Administration.
(See Offices, Page 161
four-tier ourt system, consisting of 120
district judges, 55 circuit courts, a 14-judge
court of appeals and a seven judge
supreme court.
Currently, Kentucky's highest court is
the Court of Appeals.
The amendment also will require that all
judges — except county judges who per-
form no judicial functions — be lawyers,
and for all judgeships to be elected, full-
time positions.
Proponents said the change was needed
to speed up the judicial process. They said
it has taken as long as four years for a case
to reach and be ruled on by the high court.
Opponents, particularly the Kentucky
Association of County Judges, said the so-
called Judicial Article would cost too much
to implement. They also said eliminating
hundreds of county, magisterial and police
courts would take the judicial process
away from the people.
The amendment will reduce from about
1,000 to some 150 the number of judgeships
in the state, but fewer judges will be able
to handle cases more expeditiously
because they will be working full time,
*pimento argued.
Because county judges and magistrates
will keep their judicial responsibilities un-
til their terms end, the earliest year the
amendment could be fully implemented is
1978.
The amendment also will require judges
to run under nonpartisan labels, and no
udge will be allowed to serve in a political
'apacity.
Pike County Judge Wayne Rutherford,
president of the county judges association,
had predicted the judicial article would





Department of Parks has announced plans
for relocating eight cottages at Kenlake
State Resort Park, Hardin. 
A $38,000 contract has been awarded to
Elmer Buctita, Inc., Otwell, Indiana, for
their successful bid on the project
The work, to be completed by January
31, 1976, consists of foundation con,
struction at the proposed sites, removal




foundations, placement on the
tree new foundations, and any  removal
r t  )ca t ion ( of 
t
grading necessary to complete the
project.
.te caotsetisY.
..... Th. ,e wood frame cottages will be moved
alYPetn
2.6 miles Wit?ilti the park
A 






usage and save utilities and main-
tenance
,
he heard it mentioned was when
questioned by news reporters.
Apparently, however, it was not
unknown to the voters, probably because
of a campaign to get it passed that began
two years ago and ended prior to the elec-
tion with television advertisements.
Both Gov. Julian Carroll, who won a
four-year term in Tuesday's election, and
Republican loser Robert Gable, had en-
dorsed the article, as had numerous civic
and professional organizations.
The first time an amendment to the state
constitution was proposed was in 1896. The
voters turned it down. Since then, 22 have
been adopted, including the two approved
Tuesday. Thirty-three have failed.
Willis, 1,629; Lee, 1,608; and Chrisman
1,891; Henley 1,615; Furches 1,672; Koenen
1,615; Rushing 1,731; and Rickman 1,598.
Unopposed candidates locally included
State Senator Richard Weisenberger;
Kenneth Imes and Lloyd Clapp for
representative; Ron Christopher for
commonwealth attorney; James Lassiter
for circuit judge; Frances Shea for circuit
clerk; and Don Jones for city prosecutor.
Five council members were chosen in a
close race in Hazel, with Cy Miller leading
the ticket on the strength of a vote total of
89. Others elected were Nancy McClure
with 86; Glen Barnett with 80; Ira Morgan
with 79; and Ralph Richerson with 64.
Other vote totals were Edward Hudson,
28; William Pratt, 60; Preston Oliver 61;
and Janice Wilkerson 50.
John Sheridock was also elected Hazel
City Judge with 42 votes; he was unop-
posed in the election.
Rounding out the election ticket, Melissa
Easley was confirmed as a city school
board member with 975 votes. Both con-
stitutional amendments passed Calloway
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Expected To End Soon
A labor strike at the construction site of
the addition to the local health center was
expected to be over in a matter of hours
today, according to health center coor-
dinator R. L. Cooper.
Cooper said that Crouch Construction
Co., general contractors, had reported to
him that a contract has been agreed on by
the contractor and union, but that the
union has not received it through the mail
yet. Delivery was expected today, and
workers are expected to be back on the job
at least by tomorrow, Cooper said.
Our Face Is Red
At least one Halloween gremlin has overstayed his welcome in the composing
room of The Murray Ledger de Times and our faces are red with em-
barrassment. ft
In the story in Tuesday's edition concerning the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce annual banquet and the nominations for "1975 Person of the Year," a
complete paragraph was inadvertently omitted, resulting in only three of the
four nominees being listed.
We offer our apologies to Magaret Trevathan, the fourth nominee. Mrs.
Trevathan is the wife of Ben Trevathan and is librarian at the Murray-Calloway
County Library; she was named "Outstanding Librarian" of 1975 for Kentucky
and a civic worker in many areas.
The other three nominees are: Betty Lowry, Dr. C. C. Lowry, and Gingles
Wallis.
All four of these fine Murrayaris are deserving of the honor for which they
have been nominated. We wish the best to each of them.
Murray High Principal, Eli Alexander receives a ticket Agra Student Council
Repiesentatives; (riOt to left) Sarah Ross, Lisa idries,4aIWPoole, and Sally
PAaufurof ktc the PNAIE•tbalt "Tip-off" Chill Supper: The supper will be hetd
November 18, at 6:10 p.m. in the Murray High Cafeteria. Price of the tickets are $2
and children under five years of age are free. The guest speaker will be Murray
State University basketball coach, Fred Overton. Tickets may be purchased from
any Student Council Representative during the next two weeks.
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Mesdames Taylor, Garrison, And
Barnett Give Lessons At Meet
Mrs. Kay Taylor, president,
opened her home for the
meeting of the Sunnyside
Homemakers Club held on
Monday, October 13, with nine
members and two guests
present.
The devotion was read by
Mrs. Frances Garrison with the
thought being read by Mrs.
Taylor.
"Home Accessories" was the
subject of the lesson presented
by Mrs. Taylor.
Mrs. Garrison presented a
lesson on "One Dish Meals."
The craft lesson on "Making
Christmas Presents" was
presented by Mrs. Sandy
Barnett.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Taylor.
Other members present were
Mrs. Carol Kelley, Mrs.
Dorothy Pridemore, Mrs.
Evelyn Pblul, Mrs. Janice
McCuiston, Mrs. Mildred
Cherry, an Mrs. Vandelene
Weatherford. Two guests were
Mrs. Barbara Barnett and Mrs.
Hazel Locke.
The next meeting will be
November 10 at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Garrison.
James Stewart will demonstrate how to refinish furniture,
remove water rings, yellowed layers of wax, and burns at the
lessons at the Ellis Community Center on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 11, at ten a.m. and seven p.m. He will discuss furniture
refinishing and repairing, proper finishing for wood, dent,
and scratch filling, and answer related questions concerning
the care and repair of furniture. Barletta Wrather, local home
economics agent, said persons attending may bring a drawer
or any easy to carry piece of furniture for expert on the spot




PURCHASE OR LAYAWAY ANY WATCH Of $70
or more from our large inventory and receive












Ladies day luncheon will be at
Murray Country Club at noon
with Mrs. M. C. Ellis as km-
chew chairman. Bridge will be
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Buddy
Spann and Mrs. Clyde Adkins as
chairmen.
Flint Baptist Church mission




will meet at seven p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at one p. m. at Hazel
Community Centery.
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
shopping will be at 1:30 p. m.
Call Jan Maddiox, 7534193 by
one p. m.
Bowling for senior citizens for
fifty cents game will be at
Corvette Lanes at 1:30 p. m.
Thursday, November 6
North Calloway Elementary
vrc will meet at seven p. m. at
the school.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30 p. m. at the club
house.
Ellis Center will open at 10:15
a. m. for senior citizens with
work on bazaar articles at 10:20
a. m., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p. m.
Scenic two mile hike around
Hematite Lake in Land Bet-
ween the Lakes will start at one
p. m. at Hematite Picnic Area.
A free Audubon wildlife film,
The Twentieth Century
Wilderness," will be shown at
seven p. m. in the University
School auditorium.
MSU Women's Society
Exercise Group will meet from
seven to nine p. m. in the
University School gym.
Work day for senior citizens
will be at greenhouse to tran-
splant cuttings or start new
projects from 10:30 a. m. to
noon
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
Ellis Community Center at 7:30
p. m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p. m.
Friday, November 7
World Community Day
program will be at First Baptist
Church at 7:30 p. m.
Card Party for Oaks Country
Club will be at seven p. m. at the
club. All types of cards will be
played. Members bring light
refreshments. No reservations
Shopping for senior citizens
  living in Murray area to Big K


















Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
Friday, November 7
Geology Jaunt will be at
Empire Farm in Land between
the Lakes from two to three p.
Friday, November 7
A Nursing Workshop will be in
Room 206, Stewart Stadium,
MSU, from 8:30 a. m. to 3:30 p.
m. with Linda Clark as campus
coordinator.
Show of collection of Asian
Art and Artifacts will be on
display at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arta Center,
MSU, through Nov. 19.
Senior exhibits of Norma
Evans, Murray, photography,
Linda Cundiff, Columbia,
printmaking and drawing, and
Karen Clendenon, Murray,
printmaking, will open at Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, and run through
Nov. 19.
Saturday, November 8
Mexican Fiesta Night will
open at four p. m. when chili
and hot tamales will be served
by Women of the Moose at the
Moose Lodge. Dance, featuring
Country Classics, will start at
eight p. m. for members and out
of town guests.
Nature Photography will be
discussed at Center Station,
LBL, from two to four p.m.
Christmas Craft Demon-
stration workshop will be from
nine a. m to noon and one to
four p. m. at Brandon Spring
Group Camp, LBL. Reser-
vations are required.
Sunday, November 9
Senior recital by Sue
Kuhlman, piano, Fort Mitchell,
will be at two p. m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Faculty recital by David
Nelson, violin, will be in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 3:30 p. m.
Saturday, November 8
Breakfast for all women of
Oaks Country Club will be at
Perkins Pancake House at nine
a. m. New officers will be in-
stalled.
Mr. Murray Pageant wij be
at University School audi
at seven p. m.
Bazaar for Creative ArtS
Department, Murray Woman's
Club, will be at Calloway
County Public Library starting
at 8:30 a. m.
Miss Patsy Kirk, bride-elect
of Mike Evans, was the honoree
at a delightfully planned
miscellaneous shower held
Monday, November 3, at seven
p. m. at the Community Room
of the First Federal Savings and
Loan Building.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Misses Barbie
Griffin, Sheila Kirk, Rita
Crittendon, and Cathy Futrell.
Miss Kirk, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Kirk, chose to
wear an off-white pant suit and
was presented a hostesses'
corsage of pink daisies.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts for the guests to
view. Games were played and
won by Mrs. Janet Arnold and
Miss Susan Williams. The door.
prize was won by Miss Loretta
Jones. The prizes were
presented to the honbree.
_Refreshments of individual
white cakes decorated with pink
roses, mints, nuts, and punch
All Winter Coats
25% Off





Chestnut St. Ph. 753-7441
To Be Married
Miss Deborah Gail Miller
Miss Deborah Gail Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller
of Murray Route Six, and Richard Anthony Vaccaro, son of Mrs.
Helenruth Vaccaro of Louisville and the late John Vaccaro, will
be married on Friday, November 28.
The ceremony will be read at seven p. m. at the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. A reception will follow.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
Doew Goad Wit'
Writer Says Moven Wes He*




noticeable here in Concord
excepting for a little white toilet
tissue festooning some of the
trees.
No wonder that a gentleman,
out of the community elec-
tioneering the morning after
Halloween, said that he
belieVed we had some of the
finest people here he had ever
met. We agreed, whole hear-
tedly.
And we have some good
farmers, too. Lloyd Thompson,
just outside Concord next to
Oury Lovins farm where a huge
were served at the table
overlaid with a white cloth
trimmed in pink •dtdsies and
centered with a lovely bride
doll.
Approximately twenty per-
sons were present or sent gifts.
Sardine snack
For a tasty hot hors
d'ouvre to complement cold
beverages, begin with a can
of sardines. Drain, mash and
season with mustard, onion
juice and mayonnaise, then
spread on bacon slices, roll
and fasten with toothpicks.
Broil till bacon is crisp, and
have enough for seconds!
picture of a white faced bull is
displayed, has not one, but three
patches of the finest turnips and
turnip greens one could
imagine.
Lloyd's mother celebrated
her 92nd birthday in their lovely
home later in November.
Mrs. Opal Coleman Moody
has the foundation laid for a
new house in front of the
Thornpsons.
Jerry Lovins invited me on a
pleasant little excursion
Saturday afternoon. We drove
almost to Paris Landing
stopping at Fran's Ceramic Gift
Shop where a very contented
retired teacher has found
satisfaction in making, baking,
and painting ceramics. She has
taught classes at Buchanan,
and has been recognized in
Better Homes and Gardens. She
has one room used just for doll
making.
Miss Maud Nance and Mrs.
Vinelle Patterson are back at
their homes after being
hospitalized, but both had faith-
ful sisters to attend them, even
while recuperating.
So many deaths have brought
sorrow to so many households,
we could not mention all. From
our community Otis Bucy died
suddenly while attending a sale.
But when we consider all the
trials and tribulations some
endure while living, it is
comforting to read Revelations
14:14: "Blessed are the dead
which die in the Lord." Then we
try to imagine a hereafter as in
I Corinthains 2:9: "Eye hath not
seen, nor ear heard, neither
have entered into the heart of
man the things which God bath
prepared for them that love
Mrs. Delbert Newsome Hostess
For Coldwater Homemakers Meet
Members of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club met on
Tuesday, October 14 at 12:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Delbert Newsome.
Mrs. Newell Doores, vice-
president, presided and read
the scripture from Psalms
118:24. Members answered the
roll call by naming one thing
she was thankful.
"Accent Through Ac-
cessories" was the subject of
the minor lesson given by Mrs.
Doores. Another lesson was the
craft discussion on "Christmas
Gifts You Can Make."
The cooking lesson on "One
Dish Meals" was presented by
Mrs. Newsome.
Macrame work done by Mrs.
Hugh Adams including several
weights of card and jute made
into owl necklaces were shown.
Others present were Mrs.
Vivian Adams, Kelly Adams,
Mrs. Fred Douglas, Mrs.
Ronnie Bazzell..Brett.,Bazaa
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell, Mrs.
Homer Bazzell, members, and
Mrs. Charles Joe West, visitor.
































































The next meeting will be held
November 11 at one p.m. at the,
home of Mrs. Vivian Adams.
Members note change in time.
Mrs. Grogan And Mrs.Nance Are
Speakers On Program For DAR
The October meeting of the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of the Daughters of the
American Revolution was held
in the home of Mrs. John A.
Nance, Farmer Avenue, with
the regent, Mrs. John J.
Livesay, presiding.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher led in
prayer following the pledge to
the flag and the DAR Ritual.
Mrs. Leon Grogan, chairman
of the National Defense
program, gave a review on the
"Danger Points In Our Panama
Canal Negotiations" saying it
was bought with U.S. dollars
and acquired by constitutional
means as were the Louisiana
Territory from France and
Alaska from Russia and should
be retained.
Mrs. Grogan also cited the
"History Teaching Crisis," a
special report by the
Organization of American
Historians who say that a
detailed survey of fifty states
and the District of Columbia
finds "a movement away from
history, as history is defined
and taught." Students and
school authorities are sub-
stituting ethnocentric and social
studies for American history,
the report says.
The treasurer, Mrs. John A.
Nance, explained the DAR
Insignia and the correct way it
should be worn and used. She
also reviewed an article from
the National Georgraphic
Magazine, "Patriots in Pet-
ticoats," enumerating the many
RHO
women, including Mrs. George
Washington, who followed the
armies throughout the
Revolutionary War, the
discomforts they endured, and
the aid they gave to the soldiers.
Mrs. Nance served a delicious
dessert to Mrs. Livesay, Mrs.
Price Doyle, Mrs. Leon Grogan,
Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, Miss Patty Allbrit-
ten, Dr. Mildred Hatcher, and
Dr. Helene Visher.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Noble Knight of Murray




John Kavanaugh of Murray
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Investiture service for Brownie Troop 190, Robertson School, was held Thursday, Ottober 30, at seven p.m. at the school
Pictured, left to right, front row, Lisa Shoemaker, Lori Hubbs, Allison Hobbie, Janet Applegate, Ginger Graham, Dana Morton,
Angel Adams, Tammy Barlow, second row, Sidney Rankin, Melanie McClain, Carla Jackson, Missy Daniell, Nancy Smith, Amy
Johnson, Fonda Beach, Missy Tibbs, Cindy Dunn, Mary Dyre, Lee Estes, Mary Leslie foster, Gina Herndon, third row, leaders,
Marilyn Herndon, Shirley Morton, and Cecila Applegate. Brownies not pictured are Ann Miller and Angela Luffrnan. The
Troop meets each Thursday at /50 p.m. at Robertson School
Staff Photo by David HO
Mrs. Simmons Presents
Program At PEO Meet
Continuing the 1975-76
program theme, "So Let Your
Light Shine," Mrs. A. W.
Simmons, Jr. presented the
program for members of
Chapter M of P. E. 0. Monday
evening, Novernber 3, at the
home of Mrs. L. J. Hortin. Mrs.
A. C. LaFollette was assistant
hostess for the nineteen
members and one guest.
Mrs. Simmons, a University
of Kentucky graduate and
native of Georgetown, gave a
slide talk and displayed one of
her hobbies, needle point. She
brought several lovely pillows
in various designs to demon-
strate one of the "lights" in her
life.
The P. E. 470•.' member then
turned the light on a number of
local scenes, demonstrating
another talent. The slides in-
cluded colorful flowers in
Murray gardens, homes, places
of business, leisure and
retirement scenes. She con-
cluded with pictures of several
not-so-beautiful scenes in
Murray's alley-ways.
The business meeting was
conducted by the president,
Mrs. Maurice Christopher.
Chaplain, Mrs. Paul Sturm,
gave the devotion. Mrs. Richard
Kruger, (nee Anne Sturm), was
granted a demit to Chapter AK,
Los Alamos, New Mexico.
The business meeting was
climaxed by the largest
•'Stitchin' and Stirrin" silent
auction yet held. Conducted by
Mrs. H. L. Oakley, a most
generous amount of money was
realized from salEs, and from
other cash and check donations.
The hostesses served a
dessert.
Those present, not previously
mentioned, were Mesdames
Edith Heise, Henry McKenzie,
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Donald
Burchfield, 'A. H. Titsworth,
James W. Parker, Harry M.
Sparks, John C. Quertermous,
W. J. Pitman, Larry Doyle,
Larrie Clark, Morgan Sisk,
Gene Hendon, and the P. E. 0.
guest, Mrs. Lewis Bossing.
The November 15 luncheon
will be with Mrs. Sturm with







Baby Boy Carter (mother
Pam K4,&40½ S. 10th., Murray,
Baby Boy Morrison (mother
Bernice), Rt. 6, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sharon L. Bradley and
Baby Boy, Rt. 9, Benton, Burie
E. Haneline, Rt. 7, Murray,
Anthony Enoch, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tn., James Russell, Rt. 5,
Benton, Master Brad F. Bucy,
Almo, Mrs. Billie H. Price, 1100
Doran Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Deborah Summers, Box 217 Rt.
1, Farmington, Mrs. Thelma L.
Chadwick, 106 S. 12th., Murray,
Mrs. Anna E. Walsh, P.O. Box
17, Hazel, Mrs. Obera Brittain,
Rt. 5, Box 110, Murray, Gaylon
Scott (expired), Fern Terrace
14., Murray, James M. Adams




Good Shepherd Church Circles
Hold Pledge Service At Church
The Lee-Olia Lassiter and
Ruth Wilson Circles of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women met at the
church on Tuesday, October 21,
at seven p.m. Members read the
purpose of the UMW.
Mrs. Emma Knight ac-
companied the group as they
sung a hymn and Mrs. Alice
Knight read the scripture.
The annual conference is
scheduled at Larnbuth College,
Jackson, Tenn., on October 25,
and Mrs. Maggie Woods will be
the Good Shepherd district
officer and Jean Morris as
church delegate. The women
voted to send a love offering.
Sunday, December 14, was
the date chosen to decorate the
church Christmas tree when the
Chrismons will be placed and
explained.
Mrs. Alice Knight led the
program on "Missions—Where
Our Money Goes." She ex-
plained and conducted the
pledge service.
Articles on where and how
missionaries and deaconesses
are placed when they are
called, their work, worries, and
triumphs in the service of God
were given by Diane Moore,
Alice Knight, Janice Wilson,
and Bertha Young.
Mrs. D. N. White Leads Program
At Meeting Of Arra Dunn Circle
The Arra Dunn Circle of the
Hazel United Methodist Church
Women held its October
meeting at the church with Mrs.
John McCullough presiding and
leading the opening prayer.
y\e.ccile
Positwe"
Safe! Women's, Teens' Single-strap
on a High Grained Wedge Pintuck










Prices Good ttwu Saturday
Irthe Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Rel-Air Shopping Center 104 Friday
Murray 141 Sun
Get to know us; you'll like us.
"The Bridge Builder" was led
by Mrs. W. S. Jones.
Mrs. D. N. White was
program leader and used as her
subject, "Shadows and In-
fluence," with scriptures from
Lam. 4:20 and Hos. 14:7. Three
types of shadows she presented
were one that is cast by a bird in
flight as small and in-
significant, one that is of a great
wall as larger in the morning
and becoming smaller as the
morning sun passes until it
disappears completely at noon,
and one as the shadow of the
tree to be there as long as the
sun shines and spreading
more branches grow.
The Bibical characters of
Ruth, Paul, Elijah, and Daniel
were discussed by Mrs. Clete
Wilson, Mrs. E. M. Allbritten,
Mrs. Madeline Jones, and Mrs.
John McCullough. They em-
phasized the influence and
contributions those characters
had made on the ancient world
as well as of today.
The meeting was closed with
prayer by Mrs. W. S. Jones.
During the social hour
delightful refreshments were
served by Mrs. McCullough.
Also present were Mrs. J. B.
White, Mrs. 011ie Hughes, Mrs.
Lelon Strader, Mrs. H. 0.
Brandon, and Mrs. Ralph
Edwards.
EARLY BRUSHES
Precursors of the modern
toothbrush include wood
splinters used by primitive
man and a round ball of wool
dipped in honey. Ancient
Romans rubbed these or
their teeth and along the in-
ner and outer gums.
4
Refreshments were served by
Emma Knight and Alice
Knight. Also present were
Loretta Wilson, Betty Jo Poole,
Dorothy Dunn, Katherine
Wilson, Lee Lassiter, Esther
Sigmon, Ann Sympson, Jeri




A Mexican Fiesta Night will
be held at the Murray Moose
lodge on North 18th Street,
Murro, on .Saturday,
November 8, as sponsored by
the Women of the Moose Lodge.
Music will be by the band, the
Country Classics, at the dance
to start at eight p. in, and
lasting until midnight.
Chili and hot tamales will be
served starting at four p. m.
Saturday.
All members of the Moose and
their out of town guests are
urged to attend, a spokesman




Two special events are
planned for the Oaks Country
Club on Friday and Saturday,
November 7 and 8.
A card party featuring all
types of cards being played will
be held Friday at seven p. m. at
the club. Members are asked to
bring light refreshments and no
reservations are necessary.
The women will have a break-
fast and business meeting at
Perkins Pancake House on
Saturday at nine a. m. New
officers will be installed and all
women members are urged to
attend
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Joan Cornwell of




Leon Orr of Murray has been
a patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
'Devi A6 -
Virgin Takes Pill as
Preventive Medicine
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1975 by Chkspo item Syn4 Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old bachelor. For the last
year I've been going with a very pretty, 28-year-old school
teacher. I have asked her to marry me, but she says she is
not in any hurry to get married.
She told me that she has been taking birth control pills
for the last four years "in case she gets raped."
We have never been intimate. Don't get me wrong. I'm no
angel. I've tried, but she wol't let me. She claims she is still
a virgin. As far as I know. she doesn't'date anyone else
How do you figure this pill business?
LEARY IN SANTE FE
DEAR LEARY: It's possible, of course. But I and it a
little hard to swallow.
DEAR ABBY: With Christmas approaching, my in-laws
have already started to buy preeents for our son (their only
grandchild), which present* a problem.
Even though they know that we bought him a small
tricycle for his third birthday last month, they have already
bought him a racing car and a fire truck to drive. In addition
to that, they've bought him a sled, a desk and chair set, an
elaborate aquarium and a cowboy outfit, complete with a
wooden "horsey" to ride And they are still buying!
We know they enjoy shopMag for their only grandson,
but showering him with oceseeta creates problems. Our
gifts and the gifts of the other grandparents who can't
afford much will look like nothing. Also, our son will not be
able to appreciate anything.
Abby, do we have the right to limit the amount of gifts
my husband's parents pve our child?
My husband says we shouldn't deprive them of this
pleasure. I disagree
AWAITING YOUR WORD
DEAR AWAITING: I vote with you. If your parents
want to indulge the child, sullfleat that they buy him one
gift and start a savings amount for him. The boy may not
appreciate it now, but when it's time to go to college.
DEAR ABBY: My husband ank elare senior citizens We
live in the suburbs and do not
When we are invited out, is it proper to ask the hostess if
she has invited someone who lives near us and drives and if
he wouldn't mind meeting us at a convenient bus stop or
picking us up? And if it proper to ask, who should call
these people to make the arrangements? The hostess or us?
If we could get there by a simple bus ride there would be
no problem. But the places we're usually invited to require
two or three bus transfers or are places that can't be reached
by bus at all.
We realize that taxis are available, but they're too
expensive for us
TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM
DEAR PROBLEM It is not improper to inquire.
HoweVew, the thoughtful linstese who is aware of your
circumstances will make aPPropviate suggestions when •
possible. IPS. Chroalc ride-alouga should remember '10
reward the driver with a modest gift
For Abby's booklet, "How
send SI to Abigail Van Buren,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a
(200 envelope
to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills.
long, self-addressed, stamped
Mrs. Sparks Will Speak, World
Community Day Program, Friday
Mrs. Harry Sparks will be the
special speaker at the
celebration of World Com-
munity Day by the Church
Women United on Friday,





God" will be the theme of the
program by the CW1J of Murray
and Calloway County,
representing women of twenty-
one churches. This local unit is
affiliated with the Kentucky and
national movement begun in
1941.
According to a spokesman,
'World Community Day is one
of the Annual Celebrations
integrated in the overall pur-
pose of Church Women United.
This purpose is to encourage
church women... to express the
ecumenical dimensions of their
faith. . . to be a visible
fellowship ... to witness to our
faith in Jesus Christ. . . to go out
together, enabled by the Holy
Spirit, into every neighborhood
and nation as instruments of
reconciling love.
"The following are areas of
ecumenical action in the
program of CWU; Human
Dignity and Freedom of
Opinion; Health and
Educational Services in
Relation to World Hunger;
Education for Global Living;
The chance to grow in Christian
faith; The chance to break out
of poverty and earn a
livelihood; Peace and improved
quality of life."
The above areas are to be
reflected in the Service of
Worship and Celebration, and
Mrs. Sparks will speak to the
special 1975 emphasis on world
hunger. Mrs. Sparks is well
known in this area as the wife of
Golden Age Club
Plans Luncheon
The Golden Age Club will
meet Friday, November 7, at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church. A
potluck luncheon will be served
at noon.
Special entertainment will be
by the Squar-A-Naders.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
Hildred Sharpe, Mrs. Eunice
Shekell, Mrs. Mina Waters, and
Mrs. Frances Beach.
the former preslde4t of 'tirray
State University, who /was
before that State1 Stip*rin-
tencient of Public' ti
She is a graduate of Kentucky
Wesleyan College and received
her Master's degree from
Murray State. She taught in
elementary and high school for
a total of twenty years, and was
for three years librarian at the
University School in Murray.
She has served as Conference
Secretary for Student Work for
her church, and is now




The North Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club will meet
Thursday, November 6, at
seven p. m. in the commons
area of the school.
Roy Gene Dunn, FTC
president, urges all interested
persons to note the change of
















Knitting & Crochet Yarns in Wool & Acrylic
Crewel Embroidery Cross Stitch &hints
Cross Stitch Lath & Hook Rags













Newest fall styles in suede-like and
leather-like materials. . also colorful)
plaids. Colors include shades of brown,
camel, gray and black. All are double
breasted with genuine and simulated fur











or camel with luxurious fur trtm Pat-










of- cat= sari pislasstet
in black, brown. blue
and berry checks and
tweeds_ Sizes 4 to 16
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This is getting to be the loneliest
outpost in the world. When we
launched our campaign against
the aberrant apostrophe nearly a
year ago, we expected a few
people to rally to our banner.
Retired copy editors, perhaps. Or
college professors. Or other
English language purists.
Our disappointment has been
almost total. Other than one
jocular letter to the editor, the
response has been coast-to-coast
silence. Meanwhile, those pesky
little apostrophes keep wriggling
in where they've never been
before and where they certainly
don't belong. In our frustration,
we are reduced to stopping
passersby in the street and, gib-
bering piteously, showing them
our collection, which grows daily:
—From our sister newspaper,
the World-News: "The VEA has
been complaining: . . that the
state grievance procedure is inef-
fective.. . because school board's
throughout the state rule
unilaterally..."
—From a local politician's news
release: "I said I believed that
'jobs and good jobs for all
Virginian's capable of working'
was the most important issue. .
—From "Ferhoodled English,"
a collection of quaint expressions
published in Pennsylvania Dutch
country: "Aun't Minnie sits
broad."
—From an outdoors feature in
this newspaper: "When Server
told them it would be $5 each per
hour, they wen't swimming )A-
stead."
—From a character in Brick-
man's "the small society,"
nationally syndicated cartoon
that appears on these pages:
"What get's me is.. • "
What get's us is that nobody else
seems to care. They've all been
tranquilized. Burrowing from
,within, those apostrophes are
gradually taking over. We are not
ready to call it a Commie plot. But
we are watching the Soviet
newspapers. And the first time we
see an apostrophe in a Russian
word, we'll know they've started




A recent nationwide survey,
"The General Mills American
Family Report, 1975" has found
that most people no longer con-
sider that merely owing money is
to be in debt. Today you're really
in debt only if you fall behind in
the monthly payments on what
you owe. Why should a people
whose nation can't even pay the
interest on its public debt, worry
about their own? You can't take it
with you, you're not likely to die
rich anyhow, siz you may as well




Peter therefore was kept in
prison: but prayer was made
without ceasing of the church unto
God for him. Acts 12:5.
Prayer reaches people in places
where we cannot always go; of





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: PORN AND THE MOB
Several years ago, New York State
authorities revealed the fact that
organized crime was heavily involved in
the production of pornographic material.
Fresh confirmation of the link between
porn and the mob has come from The New
York Times.
In an important piece of enterprise
journalism, The Times has disclosed that
'nearly all of the major hardcore por-
nographic newspapers and periodicals in
the United States are distributed by
companies controlled by organized crime
members." The Thnes has reported the
details of Mafia involvement in
distribution companies.
The country as a whole fails to pay
sufficient attendee to the threat posed by
the smut trade. This branch of the Mafia
crime cartel poses a dreat not merely to
property but to morality in America. Each
year, untold millions of copies of the most
debased publications are distributed
nationwide, polluting communities.
It is strange that millions of Americans
are disturbed about air and water
pollution, while completely ignoring the
far worse danger of mind-pollution caused
by pornography.
Cynics say that no one is corrupted by
reading a book. A society can be corrup-
ted, however, by all-pervasive por-
nography that strikes at every decent and
normal human relationship. Pornographic
material is material for sick minds.
Moreover, it induces sickness.
The basic evil of ;iconography is the anti-
human quality of it. Obscene reading
matter is as anti-human as torture or
brainwashing or other concentration camp
processes. The purpose of pornography is
to distort what is natural. No civilized
community can tolerate pornography, any
more than it can tolerate torture. Yet
American society today, as a result of a
series of toleration decisions by the U. S.
Supreme Court, permits the wide cit.
HARRIGAN
culation of pornography.
If the American people have not lost
sight of moral values, they will insist that
the law be strengthened to deal effectively
with the manufacturers and distributors of
filth.
Pornography should be seen as a form of
crime, and a particularly vicious form the
undermines the moral foundations of
society. That organized crime is deeply
involved in the smut traffic is not sur-
prising, for distribution of porn is on a par
with dope peddling.
Perhaps a wider public recognition of
the role of the Mafia in pushing por-
nographic magazines, films, and books
will cause the public to demand tough
legislative and police action.
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Let's Stay Well 
Influenza Vaccine Season
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M D
Autumn is generally con-
sidered the appropriate time of
the year for vaccination against
influenza. Immunity against this
disease is relatively short-lived,
and vaccination needs to be
repeated at intervals
An annual vaccination against
the flu should be given priority
in high-risk persons and is
strongly recommended for per-
sons aged 65 years and over.
Similarly, such a vaccination is
indicated for younger persons
who have chronic heart.
broncho-pulmonary. kidney and
metabolic (such as diabetes
mellitus) diseases
Complications arise more fre-
quentJj in such persons during
an infliitrva epidemic. and they
account relt a high percentage of
fatal cases Unfortunately, only
about 10 to 15 per cent of these
high-risk groups are vaccinated
The Family Lawyer
Nlartin summoned a local set-
etinaiian to check his ailing filly.
After an examination the veteri-
  narian decided to perform a mint"'
4
each year
Pregnancy is not an indication
for or against flu vaccination
This should be a decision for the
physician managing the case.
Cases of influenza occur in
sizable numbers annually in the
United States, the count and dis-
tribution varying considerably
from year to year. Periodically,
this disease become epidemic,
probably depending on the
degree of immunity present in
the population at that time
The influenza viruses appear
in two general categories -- type
A and type B. More epidemics
are caused by type A influenza
virtues than by type B. and type
A epidemics are generally more
severe
Influenza vaccine is made up
to contain both type A and type
B viruses, and these include
some strains of viruses which
have been assoeiated in recoil
years with epidemics.
. If influenza vaccine is taken
for the first time, the physician
may suggest two doses sepa-
rated by several weeks. The
more potent vaccines now
available usually give adequate
protection by a single dose in
those persons who have been
receiving annual vaccinations.
Local reactions to the in-
fluenza vaccine, such as redness
and tenderness at the injection
site, are common. Mild systemic
symptorns may occur, such as
low-grade fever, headache and
chi Its.
The influenza vaccine is pre-
pared from viruses grown on
chick embryos. Therefore, per-
sons who are allergic to eggs
should not take the vaccine
unless it is administered under
the care and direction of a physi-
cian.
Death Of A Horse
surgical procedure. Hut within
frOUr% the horse was ileac,.
'Did Martin have a good klaini
Jot damages'? In a coon spit he
;srgued that the SU rg le:11 procedure
-missl have" caused the horse's
&VA.
HONCVCf. an expert witness
testified that the veterinarian had
followed sound professional prac-
tice ithd that the treatment -itself
could not bave heen fatal. Result:
itNe dismissed.
ik-vclAriPikliilli.)
legal obligation Is mercis o do
competent work. Unless he makes
specific guarantee, he is not
bound to produce a specific re-
sult. %, one Cohn put
"Negligence (cannot) be im-
plied from the failure to effect 15
cure, Such failure may have arisen
(cum inherent dilticulties such as
to baffle the highest degree of
On the other hand a veteri-
narian, like anyone in the healing
arts. may he held liable for a
substandard performance.
In another case a veterinarian
dipped (Obi dolts. afflicted with
the mange, in a chemical bath.
-.11stt-tbei, teeth, KKOKP,10.KIrertit *wt.
all four dogs perished
In due course this veterinarian
was held liable for the outcome.
The court said he had not shown
the "skill espected of careful and
131.,ASINGAME
Q- Mrs. E.D.'s children play
with a neighbor boy who has
been diagnosed as hyperactive,
and she wants to know if her
children can "catch" the disease.
A: Hyperactivity is not con-
tagious nor communicable.
Should any of your children
mimic the hyperactive ctuld's
behavior, it will usually last but
a short time.
Q Miss D.M. complains of red
bumps on her legs after shaving
and asks for help.
A. You are probably shaving
too closely. Let the hair on your
legs grow out a little longer than
usual to allow time for healing.
Shave lees often and less closely,
perhaps with a blade that is
somewhat dull. You may benefit
by using an eiectric razor.
trustworthy persons in his pro-
fession."
In one unusual cash a veleti
narian taking care of a 'kick hor:c
soddenly stopped coming. withoti
giving the ownei either a warnint
or an explanation. By the tunic
the owner was able to get a sub.
stituie, the horse had taken ti
sharp lurri for the worse.
Here too the veterinarian was
held liable afterward in court.
Once having agreed to. treat tbs..
aniffiar
not so capriciously cast off his
professional responsibilities
As A dieriren Bee Association
pair service feature.
10 Years Ago
Zelina R. Riunfelt has been promoted to
the rank of staff sergeant at the U. S. Air
Base at Burns Flat, Oklahoma.
Army Specialist Four Ben W. Garrison
participated in a five day field training
exercise in Germany which closed on
October 30.
Will J. Putnam of Hardin died
November 3 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Rex Farmer Galloway, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harding Galloway of Murray, is a
graduate student at Memphis State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Alsup announce the
marriage of their daughter, Rosemary, to
Michael Paul Kondrako, son of Mrs. Lila
Kondrako. The vows were read on October
30.
20 Years Ago
Purdoln Lassiter, Alvis Jones, James
Rudy Allbritten, Glyco Wells, and Janes
Payne have been named to the Zoning
Commission for the city of Murray.
Harry L. Hughes of the Marines and L.
J. Hendon of the Navy are taking part in
the major amphibious exercise on the
southeast coast of the United States.
A special musical program was
presented at the meeting of the Murray
High School PTA. Mrs. Hilda Street's
room won the attendance prize.
toir. and Mrs. Jack Norsworthy and son,
David, are vacationing in Key West, Fla.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
-Mister Roberts" starring Henry Fonda,
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What Is Recovery Inc?
By Ruth Schaeffer
We are back with further information
about the beneficial effects of Recovery
Inc., which was founded and developed by
the late Abraham A. Low M. D. and a
psychiatrist.
I. Low says the method is simple once
learned, but the practice is tireless effort,
and ceaseless toil. It is well worth the
effort and toil to be able to function in a
more relaxed, more effective manner.
Recovery can do what we may think not
possible.
A psychiatrist at the University of In-
diana School of Medicine made an in-depth
research of Recovery Inc., to determine
why it is effective. He found that
psychiatrically ill patients turned to
Recovery Inc. and had not been disap-
pointed. He also predicts a wider ac-
ceptance of Recovery Inc. by physicians.
It is recognized by the American
Letter To The Editor
Psychiatric Association for its ef-
fectiveness through the total practice of
the Recovery method. You must want to
help yourself.
It works! So be kind to yourself. Attend a
few meetings. If the ups and downs of daily
living and coping are too difficult or only
difficult, come to Recovery. You can be
helped.
There may be other articles to further
the meaningful program of Recovery Inc.
in the area.
Meetings Held
Murray —1st Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main, Mondays 7 p. m.
Benton—lst Methodist Church, 11th and
Poplar, Thursdays, 9 a. m.
Mayfield—Red Cross Chapter House,
Tuesdays, 7:15 p. m.
Paducah—lst Presbyterian Church, 7th
Si Jefferson, Mondays, 7:30 p. m.
Paper Drive A Success
Dear Editor:
Boy Scout Troup 77 would like to thank
the citizens of Murray who participated in
the paper drive on Saturday, November 1,
1975.
The drive was a tremendous success. We
collected many thousands of papers which
will be recycled. They will be used in many
paper products, thus saving trees which
would otherwise have to be used.
I would like to thank Mr. Thomas
Pickard, Mr. Ray Clark, Mr. Thomas
Carruthers, Mr. Arvin Crafton, and
Scoutmaster 0. B. Boone for their special






HEARTUNE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to an-
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will
receive prompt replies, the most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I'm getting disability
payments from the V.A. but my ap-
plication for disability benefits from Social
Security was denied. Can you tell me why?
—T.R.
Answer: There is no limitation on the
The Bond Market
NEW YORK (AP) — During the few
weeks immediately preceding President
Frd's statement that the federal govern-
ment would not intervene to forestall a
New York City default, the nation's
municipal bond market had been rebound-
ing.
While confidence in the continuation of
the improving trend still exists, even if the
New York City financial predicament wor-
sens, it is less evident now than it was a
week ago.
Through much of this year the market
had been badly depressed by what dealers
said was a ripple effect emanating from
New York, but gradually it was shaking off
that fear.
Interest rates paid by municipalities
were declining. The value of their bonds
was improving. A rally was underway.
To some experienced bondsmen, this
suggested investors had evaluated the
market and concluded that New York's
plight might be segregated rather than in-
terpreted as a symbol of general
municipal weakness.
While the President's decision might
have worsened New York's situation,
some municipal bond authorities still be-
lieve the greatest damage to other cities
might already have taken place, and that
further damage veill be relatively light.
Nobody can be certain, however,
especially since a fresh consideration has
been tossed into the equation in the form of
a presidential suggestion that bankruptcy
laws be changed to enable cities to more
easily obtain court protection.
A plausible consequence of such an even-
tuality would be to reduce the
marketability of bonds holding less than
the highest ratings.
Whatever ensues, there is unanimous
agreement among bondsmen that the
general deterioration of confidence in bon-
ds up to about three or four weeks a4o has
cost cities and tovniithrougt out tile
try many millions of dollars this year.
Whatever direction the market takes
from now on, however, events at the peat
three weeks have shown that investment
money can become available even though
conditions might be less than ideal.
Despite the New York City problems,
some good news developed in the
municipal market over the past few
weeks.
To begin with, the Federal Reserve
followed a somewhat easier money policy,
reducing the amount of funds banks must
maintain in support of deposits. This has
tended to permit interest rates generally
to decline.
Individual investors have shown faith in
the future of municipalities by investing
through tax-exempt bond funds, which are
similar to mutual stock funds in that they
pool the investments of many individuals.
There is evidence also that casualty in-
surers have been buying the high-interest,
tax-exempt securities, even though these




IT SEEMS TO US...
The budget deficit this year is more than
50 billion dollars. If this country were run
like the restaurant business, there'd be a
fire on Tuesday and we'd all collect the
insurance.
Either that, or President Ford could go
on "Let's Make A Deal" dressed as an
asparagus.
Detroit seems to have no objection to the
wheat deal with the Russians. They just
think surplus wheat should be packed in
some of those cars they've got left over.
There's a new government regulation. If
you suspect that the CIA is keeping a file
on you, you can write to them and ask to
see what they have on you. There's only
one drawback. If you write tthe CIA and
they don' ehavsea tile oveyose- thrall' start
One
Medical science has discovered a new
serious disease buy they won't announce It
until they can find a comedian who'll run
the telethcr
P
combined benefits V.A.-S.S.A. you can
receive. However, you can get payments
under Social Security only if you are so
disabled that 'you can't do any kind of
gainful work in keeping with your age,
education and work experience.
This definition of disability is different
from other Federal agencies or private
companies. Therefore, entitlement to
disability benefits from some other agency
or company would not necessarily mean
that you would also qualify for disability
benefits under Social Security,
Heartline: My mother is very old and
tends to lose her Social Security checks. I
have had to request to have several checks
reissued to her. Could I have her checks
sent to me so that I can take care of
them ?—G.A.
Answer: If your mother is truly in-
capable of handling her benefits, a
representative payee could be designated
to receive and manage the funds for her. If
you are the person most concerned with
taking care of your mother, you would, in
all probability, be selected as her payee.
If you believe that in her own best in-
terest your mother should not receive her
own Social Security checks, you should
contact any Social Security office. Your
mother's physician or other medical
source will then be contacted to determine
his opinion of her capability.
If your mother cannot keep track of the
check itself, but still is able to direct ex-
penditures for herself, there is another
possible solution to the problem; she could
arrange to have her checks sent directly to
a bank for deposit into her savings or
checking account.
Heartline: I am 64 years old. I draw
Social Security benefits, and I work part-
time and make $205 per month. I also have
some money in the bank, which I draw
interest on, and dividends from some
stock. With my interest and dividend
payments, I will make over $2,520 per
year. Will I be penalized by Social Security
for making too much money?—T.B.F.
Answer: No. The reason you will not be
penalized is because Social Security has
two classifications for income: earned
income and unearned income. Earned
income is classified as income earned
from working. Unearned income is any
type of income other than income made
from working.
Examples of unearned income would be
periodic payments such as private
retirement programs, Social Security,
Civil Service, Railroad Retirement or
Veteran's benefits and other income such
as interest, dividends, rents, prizes, gifts
and many other similar types of
payments.
The only type of income that counts
toward the allowable $2,520 is the earned
income. In your case, only the 8205 per
month that you make from working ,will
eount toward your-S*0e per - -
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," send a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope with your request to
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Championship Quarter
Horse Show, Louisville
The second annual World
Championship Quarter Horse
Show, to be held November 7-11
at the Kentucky Fair and Ex-
position Center in Louisville,
will bring together an un-
precedented number of the
nation's top Quarter Horses in
competition.
Sponsored by Ponderosa
System, Inc., the five-day show
will feature competition for
purse money in excess of
$100,000. Eligibility will be
belied on a predetermined
number of points earned in
halter and performance class
events at AQHA, (American
Quarter Horse Association)
approved shows between
January 1 and August 31, 1975.
Enirants from Canada,
Mexico and the United States
have qualified for competition
in 45 sanctioned events. The
show is billed as "one of the
richest and most prestigious
Quarter Horse shows ever
held," with the first-place
winner of each class to be
designated as World Champion.
Considered by many to be the
most versatile horse breed in
the world, Quarter Horses are
used in rodeo events, day-to-day
ranch work, and racing. A well-
muscled horse that can spring
from a standing start with
unequalled speed, the Quarter
Horse is well adapted for the
quick turns and rapid ac-
celerations needed in such
events as pole bending, barrel
racing, calf roping, reining and
cow cutting.
The rules and regulations,
selection of judges and
qualification standards for the
World Championship Quarter
Horse Show will be under the
jurisdiction of the American
Quarter Horse Association of
Amarillo, Texas. The 70,000-
member association, which was
founded in 1940, has an equine
register of more than one
million Quarter Horses.
Competition sessions will be
hekl daily at 8:00 a. m., 1:00 p.
m., and 8:00 p. m. except
Tuesday, November 11, when
only the morning and afternoon
sessions will be held. In con-
junction with the competition,
there will be a trade show with
displays of equestrian equip-
ment, Western wear and
veterinary supplies. En-
tertainment will be headlined
by Charlie Pride, Marty Rob-
bins and Waylon Jennings.
More information may be
obtained by writing World
Championship Quarter Horse
Show, Kentucky Fair and




Going Back To School
FRANKFORT, Ky.—About
200 foresters and fire fighters
went back to school recently.
Almost all the field personnel
of the division of forestry in the
Kentucky department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection
gathered at Kentucky Dam
Village for three days of
training designed to prepare
them for the upcoming fall
forest fire season.
Divided into grouper of 50, the
students studied the problems
of fire behavior, safety on fire
lines and first aid, as well as
reviewed forest management
mead utiiisatiass. Said Harry
Nadler, director of the'forestry
division. "We hope we never
have to use some of the things
taught here, but our people
must be trained in case there is
an accident during the fighting
of a forest fire."
Nadler said the three-day
session is the only training
session which brings together at
one time personnel from all nine
district offices plus Frankfort.
"This statewide meeting," said
Nadler, "gives our personnel
from the various districts an
opportunity to discuss mutual
problems."
Districts conduct their own
periodic training sessions
during the year and foresters
receive individual training. The




Madisonville and Mayfield. A
few fire fighters remained in
each district office during the
recent school.
Awards for outstanding work
were presented during the
school by Nadler. Andrew
Addott of Route 4 Monticello
received an award for the best
job on fire control, prevention
and suppression. Addott is a




Charles R. Skaggs of Putney
received an award for the best
overall job during the spring
tree sale campaign. Skaggs is a
county ranger in Harlan
County, which is part of the
southeastern district.
The central district, based in
Elizabethtown, was cited for
outstanding work during the
spring tree planting season. A
plaque was presented to A.E.
Sturctivant, the district forester
over the central district.
About 20 service awards were
presented to persons who have
worked for the forestry division
for 10, 15 or 20 years.
Vets Should Apply Soon
For Education Now
Some 94,000 women veterans
who have not yet used their
current GI Bill for education or
training still have time to do so,
but they should apply im-
mediately to the nearest
Veterans Administration
regional office, VA advises.
The deadline for completion
of training (even including last
year's two-year extension for
veterans discharged after
January 31, 1955) is May 31,
1976, or 10 years from the
veteran's date of discharge,
whichever is later.
Only 46 per cent of the 174,000
women veterans eligible have
trained under the current GI
Bill. The comparable figure for
male veterans is 59 per cent.
Of the 80,000 women veterans
who have used the current GI
Bill for training, some may now
be eligible for a special
retroactive payment from VA.
Those who were enrolled under
the GI Bill, while married,
between Jane 1, 1988, and Oc-
tober 24, 19'72, are eligible for an
additional $30 for each month of
enrollment if they were not paid
at the rate for married
veterans.
The special payment is to
equalize benefits with those
received by married male
veterans who trained under the
GI Bill during this time, as the
men received an allowance for
wives.
Women veterans whir woe*
these requirements should
contact the nearest VA regional
efface to file claims for the
money. The cutoff date for filing
claims ft the special paNrnent
r
is July 1, 1976, and proof of
marriage while in training
under the GI Bill must be fur-
nished in connection with the
claim.
Women veterans who proved
to VA while they were in
training that their husbands
were permanently disabled and
incapable of self-support
already have been paid the
additional amount, as have the
women veterans who trained
after October 24, 1972.
Women who trained under the
Korean conflict and World War
II GI Bills are not eligible for
the retroactive amount for
husbands, it was noted.
South African gun
laws are tough
Gun laws in South Africa
are
world.
g the strictest in the
Since the right to bear arms
is not a part of the South
African constitution, it is im-
possible for any citizen to buy
any type of gun without a
license, and absolute proof of




A poll (•ornrnissioned by the
Highway Users Federation
shows that 31 per cent of
Americans favor paying for
new public. transportation
systems with eiraSting taxes
other than gasoline levies, 26
Rer cent favor boosting
transit fares and 25 per cent
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Beautiful, single control, automatic electric
blankets for your home! Made to fit double
beds, they come in assorted colors
VAN WYCK
YOUR CHOICE:
Great kitchen helpers at a
fantastic price! Choose a
Proctor 2-slice toaster, Van
inyck hand mixer, Van Wyck
can opener with knife Sharp-
ener, Toastmaster steam &







SIZE 4-51/2  57C
SIZE 6-7Y2  66C
choose from an assortment of many


















Novel-ette model 7300 has
snooz-alarm to wake you.
Hexadonal styling on mod-















Make 20 beautiful minia-
ture ornaments with glist-
ening foil backing. Paint
ornaments full size on
preprinted shrinking mat-
erial, place in home oven






A purpose super Soft








































Towels 2 for 89"
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FOOD BUDGETS GE111
PRODUCE
U.S. No. 1 Red
6 oz. Bag 19'
FROZEN FOODS
Frosty Acres




Cob Corn 8 pcs. 79'
Banquet - Asstd. 5 oz.
Cookin Bags 3 for 794
FIELD WORTHMORE 12 oz. PKG.
Field Pro-leaguer
WIENERS
12 oz. Pkg. 694
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Finch Elected Governor Of Mississippi Over Challenge
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF
Associated Press Writer
Democrat Cliff Finch was
elected governor of Mississippi
by overcoming the state's
strongest Republican challenge
this century and Kentucky Gov.
Julian Carroll survived an anti-
busing backlash threat in off-
year elections. Women were
elected lieutentant governors in
both states.
With 1,751 of 2,133 Mississipi
precincts counted in unofficial
returns, Finch had 50.6 per cent
of the votes, leading Republi-
can Gil Carmichael 287,336 to
265,291. Black independent Hen-
ry Kirksey of Jackson trailed
with 15,114.
The voters in lxith Kentucky
and Mississippi picked women
as lieutenant governors Tues-
day. But the women's rights
cause suffered a stunning set-
back when voters in New Jer-
sey and New York rejected
stwe versions of the federal
Equal Rights Amendment.
With New York's fiscal prob-
lems on the minds of voters, a
number of large bond issues
lust, including a record $4.5 bil-
lion package in Ohio, $922 mil-
lion in New Jersey and $250
million in New York.
The Democrats kept legisla-
tive control in four states: Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, New Jersey
and Virginia.
As is usual the year before a
presidential election, Tuesday's
widely scattered contests pro-
duced mixed results. There
were no national trends and
few surprises.
The Republicans had placed
their major emphasis on Mis-
sissippi. Carmichael, a 48-year-
old Meridian businesmnan, ran
a strong race there against
Sen. James 0. Eastland in 1972.
Finch, a Batesville attorney,
had been the surprise winner of
two rounds of Democratic pri-
maries.
The state's lieutenant gover-
nor contest was more one-sided
as Democrat Evelyn Gandy, 55,
now insurance commissioner,
whipped Republican Mayor Bill
Patrick of Laurel.
In Kentucky, Democrat Car-
roll easily won a full four-year
term in the post he inherited
when his predecessor, Wendell
Ford, wait to the US. Senate.
The 44-year-old Carroll, a
Paducah attorney and racial
moderate, piled up big margins
In predominantly Democratic
rural areas and held down Re-
publican Robert Gable's ex-
pected big margins in the sub-
urbs surrounding Louisville.
Both candidates had deplored
the court-ordered busing that
rocked that city this fall. But
the anti-incumbent backlash
feared by Carroll supporters
never materialized.
In the lieutenant governor's
race, Thelma Stovall, 56, now




In the day's major municipal
contests, winners included May-
ors Kevin H. White of Boston,
Ralph Perk of Cleveland,
Frank Rizzo of Philadelphia,
William Donald Schaefer of
Baltimore and Maurice Ferre
of Miami.
In the only major surprise,
Democratic Mayor Albert Hof-
stede of Minneapolis was un-
seated by the man he had beat-
en two years earlier, policeman
and former Mayor Charles
Stenvig.
In Boston, the 46-year-old
White won a third term over
state Sen. Joseph Tlmilty, 37,
by about 7,500 votes out of
some 150,000 cast.
As in Kentucky, the two can-
didates took roughly similar po-
sitions on the local busing con-
troversy, criticizing the court-
ordered plan while urging that
the law be obeyed.
In other large cities, Mayor
Fred Holheinz led four rivals in
Houston but failed to get 50 per
cent and will vie in a runoff
against his closest challenger,
former Harris County Dist.
Atty. Frank Briscoe.
In San Francisco, state Sen.
George Moscone led an 11-can-
didate field, clinching a spot in
the Dec. 11 runoff Pre-election
favorite Dianne Feinstein, pres-
ident of the county board of su-
pervisors, was running slightly
behind Supervisor John Bar-
19 Circuit Judge Races
Decided in Tuesday Race
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Only 19 of Kentucky's 86 circuit
judgeships were contested in
Tuesday's election. In those
races, by district:
-8th Warren), division 1,
William Allender, Bowling
Green, defeated Robert A. Sim-
mons, Bowling Green.
-8th Warren), division 2, J.
David Francis, Bowling Green,
defeated Gordon L. Johnson,
Rockfield.
-23rd ( Estill, Lee, Owsley ),
Edward Jackson, Beattyville,
defeated E.B. Beatty, Beat-
tyville.
-27th ( Knox, Laurel), Robert
H. Helton Jr., London, defeated
B. Robert Stivers, London.
-30th ( Jefferson), chancery
section: division 2, Richard
Oldham, Louisville, defeated
James A. Hubbs, Louisville.
-30th (Jefferson), chancery
section: division 3, Charles H.
Anderson, Louisville, defeated
J. Leonard Walker, Louisville,
and David J. Thompson Jr.,
Louisville.
-30th (Jefferson t, chancery




section: division 5, Earl
O'Bannon, Louisville, defeated
Alexander G. Booth, Louisville.
-30th ( Jefferson t, common
pleas section, division 2, Henry
D. Hopson, Louisville, held a
small margin over Bennett F.
Bratcher, Louisville, with re-
turns still incomplete. R.ace un-
decided.
-30th t Jefferson,. common
please section, division 3,
Charles M. Leibson,
defeated E. Skiles Jones, Louis-
ville.
--30th ( Jefferson), common
pleas section, division 4,
George B. Ryan, Louisville, de-
feated Thomas 0. Garvey,
-30th (Jefferson ), common
pleas section, division 5, Ray-
mond C. Stephensoin, Louis-
ville, defeated Ben Rosenbaum
III, Louisville.
-30th (Jefferson), common
pleas section, division 6, Curtis
G Witten, Louisville, defeated
Ralph H. Richards, Louisville.
-30th (Jefferson, criminal
section, division 1, S. Rush
Nicholson, Louisville, defeate
Edward L. Clark, Louisville,
anti - Robert Ilelahinsts,
30th ( Jefferson), criminal
section, division 2, John P.
4
Hayes, Louisville, defeated Wil-
liam G. Colson, Louisville, and
James A. Crumlin, Louisville.
-30th ( Jefferson), criminal
section, division 3, George H.
Kunzrnan, Louisville, defeated
Laurence E. Higgins.
-36th (Knott, Magoffin ),
John C. Cornett, Mallie, de-
feated Ben Mann, Salyersville.
-40th (Clinton, Russell,
Wayne), Leonard E. Wilson,
Jamestown, held a small lead
over Kenton J. Cooper, James-
town, with returns incomplete.
Race undecided.
-43rd (Barren, Metcalfe),
Cass R. Walden, Edmonton, de-




A weekly course of five
sessions entitled "A Yarn with a
New Twist" to teach techniques
of finishing textiles will be of-
fered as part of the Life and
Learning series at Murray State
University beginning Tuesday
evening, Nov. 11.
To be taught by Sallie T. Guy,
the course will meet from 6:30
to 9:30 p.m. each Tuesday Nov.
11-Dec. 9 in Room 422 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on
the campus.
Participants will learn a
variety of finishing techniques
that will add custom touches to
clothing, accessories, linens,
pillows, rugs and other textile
pieces. They will make sam-
plers, so that they will be able to
trim textiles on their own.
Enrollment will be limited to
20 students accepted on a first-
come, first-served basis. The
registration fee for five sessions
is $15, and the cost of materials
Is $5 payable to the instructor at
the first class meeting.
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of
continuing education, said
persons may register in the
Center for Continuing
Education in Sparks Hall. he
said they should submit name,
address and Social Security
number, along, with the
-regtstratkin fee... -.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling (502) 762-
4159 or 762-2086.
bagelata for a spot in the run-
off against Moscone.
In Indianapolis, Republican
William Hudnut, a former con-
gressman, defeated Democratic
businessman Robert Welch fur
the post now held by retiring
GOP Mayor Richard G. Lugar.
In Gary, black mayor Rich-
ard G Hatcher won another
term.
Rizzo, Schaefer and Ferre all
scored one-sided wins, while
Perk, a white Republican, won
by more than expected against
Arnold Pinkney, a black Demo-
crat, in Cleveland's nonpartisan
election.
In Ohio, the $4.5 billion bond
package proposed by Republi-
can Gov. James A. Rhodes to
revitalize the state's economy
lost by a 4 to 1 margin. "The
people of Ohio have spoken,
dod I will abide by their deci-
sion," Rhodes said.
In New Jersey, Democratic
Gov. Brendan Byrne blamed
-President Ford's harsh treat-
ment of the New York prob-
lem" for the rejection of $922
million in bond issues.
The New York and New Jer-
sey votes against state equal
rights proposals, meanwhile,
were seen as a major blow to
hopes for ratification of a na-
tional equal rights amendment.
Ruth Clusen, national presi-
dent of the League of Women
Voters, said it means "we must
redouble our efforts" to get ap-
proval in four additional state
legislatures. So far, 34 states
have approved the amendment;
approval by 38 of the 50 states
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OUR TOY DEPT. IS NOW READY!










Keep -Our car's engirw KJ-li-
ning right, cut pollution, in-
crease mileage. Get a sod
LUI
MUFFLERS
In Stock For All
Makes & Models









Cooks slo-o-O-wly to bring out the best flavor in soups,
stew, beans, chili, etc. Five heat settings in electric base;
pot lifts off for use on top of range or in oven. Butter-
scotch porcelain stone-look exterior, no-stick interior;
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air powered game
the market. •
travels on a cushion oln
air with blszing speed across the board.
• Scoring device
at each end













• Ages 7 and up.
A Detail Replica Of
The Real Sesame Street
On Television
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Eastern Seventh After 
44eteMaiMibeePoselefil
rTimeout With BrandonLoss To Murray State
By The Associated Press
Texas A&I, with a 21-game
wintung streak, tightened its
grip on first place in The Asso-
ciated Press small college foot-
ball pull Tuesday.
A MO victory over Tarleton
State helped Texas A&1 attract
30 of the 43 first-place ballots in
the poll of sports writers and
broadcasters across the court-
try. The voters gave A&I a to-
tal of 369 points-a 53-point lead
over North Dakota, which took
over second place.
Third a week ago, North Da-
kota moved up a notch with a
28-16 victory over Mankato
State, displacing Eastern Ken-
tucky, which fell from second a
week ago to No. 7 after losing
to Murray State 26-7.
Boise State and Grambling
each picked up a notch. Boise
moved to third place with 266
points following a 39-28 decision
over Mankato State. Grarnbluig
downed Texas Southern 37-21
and took over No. 4.
Wittenberg gained two posi-
tions, from seventh to fifth,
after demolishing Ohio Wesley-
an 45-16.
Western Kentucky hung on to




HORSHOE BAY, Tex. - Ben
Crenshaw carded a five-under-
par 67 to grab the first-round
lead in the Texas State Open
Golf Tournament.
No. 8, whipping Southeast Okla-
homa 35-23 and Idaho State
moved from No. 10 to ninth
place after beating Nevada-
Reno 28-3. Lehigh jumped from
No. 12 to No. 10 with a 384 de-
cision over Colgate.
Northern Miditadiferizained
No. 11, beathig Valley
21-17, while Jaelcun State's
week off corn ,gchool three
spots, sliding it from No. 9 to
No. 12. Bethune Codanan's 69-0
romp over Fort Bragg laud off
with a jump from a V& place
tie to No. 13 in the poll.
Ithaca hung on to 14th place,
beating Hobart 36-29 and Ken-
tucky State, idle last weekend,
slid from No. 13 to No. 15.
By The Associated Press
The Top 15 in The Associated
Press college division football
poll, with first place votes in
parentheses, season records
and total points. Points based
on 10-9-8-7-6 etc.:
1. Texas A&1 ( 30) 7-0-0 369
2.N.Dakota (4) 8-0-0 316
3.Boise St. (1) 7-0-1 291
4.Grambling (2) 7-1-0 266
5.Wittenberg (3) 8-0-0 176
6.W.Kentucky 7-1-0 174
7.E.Kentucky 6-1-1 136
8.Henderson St. 8-0-0 125
9.Idaho St. 7-1-0 103
10.Lehigh (2) 7-1-0 80
11.N.Michigan 8-1-0 66
12.Jackson St. 5-2-0 56
13.Bethune-C-ookman
7-0-0 40
14.It haca ( 1 ) 7-0-0 32
15.Kentucky St. 7-1-0 29
Spirits Shp By Stars
For Fifth Straight Win
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -
The Spirits of St. Louis made it
five straight Tuesday night
with Don Adams, Freddie
Lewis and Marvin Barnes com-
bining for 76 points in a 115-110
American Basketball Associ-
ation victory over the Utah
Stars.
There were no other ABA
games scheduled.
Spirits' Coach Rod Thorn
creditied, in part, Adams with
his consistent game perform-
aloe for the victory but called"
Barnes' play late in the fourth
quarter the turning point.
"We were up by only a
couple of points and Barnes
came through with a three-
point play. I knew we could do
it from then on," Thorn said.
St. Louis had won three of
the four previous games with-
out Barnes, who had suffered a
pulled muscle.
At game's end, Adams and
Lewis each had 27 points, tying
.Utah's John Roche for game
scoring honors. Barnes added
72 for the Spirits and Ron
Boone aided the Utah cause
with 25 points.
St. Louis held a 22-20 lead
after one quarter, but Roche
started driving to the basket in
the second period. The spunky
little guard put in 14 points in
the quarter and the Stars
moved to a five-point lead be-
fore Adams rallied the Spirits
to a 53-52 halftime edge.
Boone and Roche sparked
Utah to a 72-63 lead in the third
period, but Barnes and Lewis
brought the Spirits right back
so they led 83-78 going into the
final stretch.
Utah's Randy Denton caught
a Maurice Lucas elbow in the
forehead on a rebound in the
third period, touching off a row
that cleared both benches and
held up the game for five min-
utes until order was restored.
Denton left the game for re-
pairs but was back in action in
the last period.
The game was tied at 92 mid-
way in the final quarter when
the Spirits, led again by Adams
and Barnes, moved to a 102-94
margin and held on for the vic-
tory.
Sports Editor
Today we will continue with the second part
of the column on Dave Kindred, the Courier-
Journal sports editor who was here Monday
night.
Kindred doesn't necessarily
another Don Ftickles, though
readers get that impression.
"If sports has a purpose, it's to have fun,"
Kindred said.
"I try to reflect that fun in what I write in
the paper."
As a result, he's had eggs thrown at him,
has had a pie slapped in his face and has
received hundreds of hate letters.
"Last basketball season, I did a column
about why lediana was going to beat Ken-
tucky in the NCAA Tournament. You should
have seen some of the letters I got.
"One guy wrote and told me he was glad I
had my picture in my column because he
knew then for sure he had seen me earlier. . .
in a zoo somewhere in Florida.
"Another guy sent me a copy of the column
and some brown stuff wrapped in clear
plastic. The note said it was something to help
flavor the article with. Of course it was
original Kentucky Bluegrass horse manure."
Kindred never worries about what the
public thinks about him or his writing.
"You can't write for the people that read
the paper, you have to write for yourself.
"You have to write what you believe to be
true. As long as people believe what you are
writing, you have it made whether they like
what you say or not. If you write one bad
thing, that's what they remember. They
never remember all the good things you
write."
Kindred used Dan Issel as an example.
'After the last game of his senior season, he
came up and told me thanks for the good
things I had said about him. Later on, when he
was with the Colonels, I wrote that he couldn'!
play defense and was slow with his lateral
movement.
"His wife called me up and told me I was
trying to ruin Dan's career."
Kindred said when he was in college, he
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Kit. (AP) - It
took quite a while for the ex-
perts to get around to Ed Rail's
football team, but the youthful
Boyle County coach had quite a
product to show off when recog-
nition finally arrived.
After several weeks among
the also-rans, Boyle County fi-
nally broke into The Associated
Press high school football poll
this week, climbing into the
fifth spot in the State AA rat-
ings.
Although his team is 8-2, los-
ing only to Frankfort and to
Jessamine County when a raft
Mike Hobble Named
OVC Player Of Week
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Mike Hobble, who engineered
one of the biggest upsets of the
season, was honored today by
the Ohio Valley Conference as
its offensive football player of
the week.
Hobble, a senior quarterback
from Atlanta, Ga., completed
15 of 25 passes for 188 yards in
leading Murray State Univer-
sity to a 26-7 victory over then
No. 2-ranked Eastern Ken-
tucky.
"I can't say too much about
Hobble's execution," Coach Bill
Ferguson said. "He played up
to his capabilities for the first
time at Murray, but he didn't
play over his head."
Ferguson said Hobble called
the plays himself in the game
Prices Good Om 5o4usdroy
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
Hel-Air Shopping Ornter
Murray
Get to know us; you'll like us.
where Murray held the ball for
82 offensive plays-doubie the
total for Eastern, which was
suffering its first defeat of the
season.
Hobble, the OVC's total of-
fense leader with an average of
148 yards per game, didn't
throw an interception against
Eastern.
Other offensive players cited
by the OVC, from its headquar-
ters here, for outstanding play
bast weekend includes:
-Mike Moore of Middle Ten-
nessee, who set a school record
for a single game by gaining
212 yards on 28 carries against
Western Carolina. Moore
scored two touchdowns.
-Bobby Joe Easter of Middle
Tennessee, who gained 177
yards rushing, including a 72-
yard scamper for a touchdown.
-Jimmy Woods of Western
Kentucky, who scored touch-
downs on runs of three and 22
yards in his team's come from
behind victory over Morehead.
-Murray Cunningham of
Tennessee Tech, who upped his
own OVC career record for
field goals to 25 with kicks of 33
and 49 yards in a 48-6 victory
over East Tennessee.
-Dennis Law of East Ten-
nessee, who caught two passes
for 90 yards and scored his
team's only touchdown.
-Elmo Boyd of Eastern Ken-
- JucIty. who 'oared Ids team's
only touchdown on a spectacu-
lar 23-yard pass reception
-Don Nardin of Morehead,
who set school records for the
most punts in a game, 11, and
the longest pito, 78 yards
o-y to be
sometimes
used to watch the University of lllinois play
basketball on television.. After the game, I'd
go back to my room and write a story about it.
"My advice to high school students and
college students who wan to go into jour-
nalism is to read everything and write, write,
write."
He has no routine Sometimes he's going to
games, sometimes he's doing interviews and
sometimes he's traveling. "It's he greatest
Job in the world."
— -
Kindred can't go much higher in his field.
Al the age of 34, he's where most writers will
never be and the ones who do make it will be
20-years-older when they get there.
From my job here, there is nothing but
respect. Dave Kindred is at the top, I am near
the bottom. And there's a vast gulf that
divides us. Yet at one time, he was at the
basement. It gives me a goal to shoot for and
it should give everyone a goal and an in-
spiration.
If I learned une thing from Dave Kindred's
visit here, it is Mil: You might think you're
good in something. Then one day, you meet
somebody who is much better. It has a
strange effect.
What are some of the major differences in
his job and my job?
He travels more than I do, of course. But
aside from that, it's about the same. He even
has letdowns.
-Maybe, if somebody mails them a copy, a
major league baseball player might know
who I sin when he sees me again after a story
I've done on him.
"But unless it's just an unusually great
story, they-don't remember you."
So much for the glamor and glory.
There's the bad things. Like the obscene
phone calls and nasty letters from biased
people who read unbiased stories.
But all in all, we're doing the same thing. In
different ways, in different parts of the world,
we're trying to make reading the sports page
interesting and fun.
I hope it has been and will continue to bt-
injuries swept away the
'Nun's quarterbacks, Rail ap-
parently didn't mind being ig-
nored for most of the year.
"I like being the underdog,"
he admitted in a telephone con-
versation from his Danville
home. "If someone says you're
a two touchdown underdog, you
can use that as a psychological
weapon."
With its new ranking -"that's
probably the highest Boyle
County has ever been ranked."
he said-Boyle County imin
likely to be an underdog to too
many teams anymore.
Rail feels that early season
rankings can often be wrong,
"but late in the season, it
means something."
Rail's first team finished 8-3
and, while he was optimistic
about this season, injuries to
his top three quarterbacks ap-
parently signalled bad times.
"Our defense has held us to-
gether," he said, allowing the
offense to score what points it
can to win the game. Premier
performers defensively include
end Kyle Lorton, a 6-foot-4, 210-
pound senior who "in the last
four or five games has been su-
per," Rail said.
Jefferson County AAAA
1. •iei S. Xavier (8-01(3) 23
,shop David (10 0)(3) 27
3 rincy t6-3) 15
: DeSales•(5-3) 9'2
- Jeffersontown (8-1) EP 7
Others receiving votes, listed
,4 I phabef,cally: Manual.
State AAAA
t Ashland (10-0)(14) 74
Owensboro (9-0)(11 55
3 Pad Tilghmann (7 1) 47
4 Lex Tans Creek (81) 32
5 Bowling 'Green (5-21 16
0-hers receiving votes, listed
alphabeically: Boyd County
State AAA
I F Thomas Highlands (10-
0i:15) 75
2 Franklin-Simpson 110-0) 60
3 Shelby County (10-0) 43
4 Glasgow (7-2) 27
5 Elizabethtown (7-3) 10
-Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Conner. Erla
tiger Lloyd, Union County
State AA'
1. Middlesboro (10-0)(13) 69
2. somerse! (711(1) 59
3. Mayfield (8-2)(1) 47
SCO!! County (9-2) 32
5. Boyle County (8•2) 11



















PORTER HONORED-Steve Porter, wit* was en Ad-American
defensive tackle on the State Champion mime! Nigh Tigers last
year, was recently named as the -Player of the Week" on the
junior varsity team at the University of Tenn."...
Palmer Selected For
AL Cy Young Award
By LARRY SIDDONS
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE AP) - A
warm, sunny day in the off sea-
son usually finds Jim Palmer
on the gulf course.
But while the skies were
bright and temperatures
reached the mid 70s Tuesday,
the Baltimore Orioles' right-
hander stayed in his backyard
garden, waiting for the tele-
phone to ring.
The choice paid off. Late in
the day, Palmer received a call
telling him he had been named
winner of the Cy Young Award
as the American League's top
pitcher.
"I was out in the garden
spreading mulch when I found
out," said Palmer, a Cy Young
winner for the second time in
three years. "Normally on a
day like this I would have been
playing golf, but I knew the
award was supposed to be an-
nounced so I decided to stick
close to home."
Palmer, who came back from
an injury-plagued 1974 season
to post a 23-11 record this year,
outdistanced Catfish Hunter of
the New York Yankees in vot-
ing by a special 24-member
panel of the Baseball Writers
Association of America
The only pitcher named on
all 24 ballots cast, Palmer fin-
ished with a total of 98 points
including 15 first-place votes.
Hunter - who won last year's
Cy Young Award with the Oak-
land A's - finished with 75
points including seven first-
place ballots. Hunter was
named by 22 voters.
Rollie Fingers of Oakland
was third with 25 points, in-
cluding two first-place votes.
California's Frank Tanana and
Chicago's Jim Kaat had seven
points apiece, followed by Oak-
land's Vida Blue and Chicago's
Rich Gossage, each with two
points. Boston's Rick Wise re-
ceived one point.
First place was worth five
points, second place three
points and third place one
point. The balloting, with eight
pitchers receiving votes, was
the most diversified since the
award was first presented in
1956.
Hunter, who also won 23
games after getting off to a
slow start with the Yankees,
had been considered Palmer's
stiffest competition for the
prize. But the Orioles' ace said
he was confident he'd come out
on top with the voters.
Asked if he thought he was
the best pitcher in 'he league,
Pelmet. replied: "I think I'm
one of the best. The statistics
show I had a better year than
Catfish, but I don'! think I'm
any better than him."
Besides his 23 *tortes,
which tied him with Hunter for
'he most in the major leagues,
Palmer topped the majors wi h
a 2.09 earned run average and
10 shut ou,s.
Palmer's 23 victories in '175
give him a career won ,
record of 152-80 for a .655 win-
ning percentage, the bes
among active pitchers.
Only four other pitchers have
won two Cy Young Awards, in-
cluding Tom Seaver of the New
York Mets, I3ob Gibson of St.
Louis, Denny McLain of Detroit
and Sandy Koufax of Los Ange-




Colo. - Col. John J. Clune was
named athletic director at the
Air Force Academy, succeeding
Col. Frank Merritt who is
retiring from active duty.
111G GAINER - Quarterback Percy Abell of the Coifs picks up a lot of ground on this play as he moves
down the left sideline. The Colts scored just before the halftime buzzer to nip the Bears 6-0 in the final Lit-
tie League game of the season.
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McKay Says Money Not
Reason For Leaving Job
By DAN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) - John
McKay says money wasn't the
main reason he decided to
leave the University of South-
ern California for the new Tam-
pa Bay Buccaneers of the Na-
tional Football League.
And McKay said he won't be
making as much as has been
reported.
McKay announced last week
that he was leaving as the uni-
versity's football coach and
athletic director. Newspaper re-
ports said he would earn nearly
$2 million on a five-year con-
tract.
"Those figures are so ridicu-
lously out of line it makes my
job five times as difficult. A lot
of pro coaches will read that
and go to their owners and try
to get $2 million. I wouldn't pay
that kind of money for five
football coaches with Jim
Brown thrown in."
McKay said he had made no
recommendations to school 0th-
cials on who should replace
him but added, "I would think
they'll add two jobs. With more
women becoming involved in
sports and the cutdown on
spending, the athletic director
is busy. It's only about a 99-
hour a day job."
McKay chided one reporter
who printed the "details" of
McKay's contract, which in-
cluded a $350,000 house and five
automobiles. Puffing on his cus-
tomary cigar, McKay said, "1
imagine when I get to my $350,-
000 house I'll find a cigar facto-
ry inside it. In fact, for the past
week all I've been doing is hir-
ing four chauffeurs."
Asked where he planned to
live. McKay quipped: "In that
$350,000 house I read about. I
just don't know where I'm gon-
na get the money for all the
furniture for that place."
McKay said he didn't want to
make the announcement of his
departure this soon but news-
paper reports disrupted his
family and he had to. And he
said he agrees with a statement
Monday by Ohio •State Coach
Woody Hayes, who said, "I've
never seen a good coach who is
a lame duck coach."
"I feel personally relieved
that I announced it," said
McKay, "but Woody is prob-
ably correct on that statement.
I don't think I can be as effec-
tive a coach now."
Parise Has Three-Goal
Game As Islanders Win
By The Associated Press
New York Islander goalie
Glenn Reach received official
credit for an assist on Dennis
Potvin's goal but he really de-
serves credit for assisting on
J.P. Parise's three goals.
"I started talking to J.P. be-
fore the game," Reach said,
"and I told him I had been
watching him in practice and
that he's been aiming the puck,
instead of firing it.
"I told him to stop aiming it
and just shoot it. I sensed he
was very tense and I tried to
loosen him up. So J.P. told me,
'I'm gonna go out and shoot
it
When Resch's goaltending ca-
reer is over, he could have a
successful career in coaching,
or even psychiatry, because his
counseling resulted in some big
dividends - Parise's first
three-goal game in his 11-year
National Hockey League career
and the Islanders' 5-3 victory
over the California Golden
si'aIs Tuesday night.
In the only other NHL game,
the New York Rangers beat the
Vancouver Canucks 4-2.
Along with his three goals,
Parise teamed with Reach to
assist on Dennis Potvin's eighth
goal of the season. Parise's
third goal of the night and fifth
of the season ended 11 years of
frustration.
"It's a great feeling," Parise
said. "When I saw that third
goal I made sure I went into
the net and dug it out myself.
It was a souvenir I've wanted
for a long, long time.-
Rangers 4, Canucks 2
Steve Vickers' goal snapped a
1-1 tie midway through the sec-
ond period and the New York
Rangers, booed unmercifully by
their home fans Sunday night,
went on to beat the Vancouver
Canucks.
The Rangers, who had lost
five of their last six games,
were the targets of fan abuse
two nights ago against the De-
Iroit Red Wings. Detroit's
goalie in that game was Ed
Giacumin, :he Rangers goalie
for more than a decade who
was released last Friday night
for :he $30,000 waiver price.
Pete St emkowski of the
Rangers and Ron Sedlbauer of
the Canucks traded first-period
goals before Vickers knocked in
his sixth goal of the season, at
13:23 of the second period,
beating Vancouver goalie Gary
Smith from close range.
HOCKEY
ST. LOUIS - The St. Louis
Blues signed former Boston
Bruin defenseman Rick Smith
to a contract beginning next
season.
WHO HAS IT?- Jeff Owens of the Steelers gets reedy to pounce
on the loose footfall while Kevin Colvin (SOH uniform) of the






NEW YORK (AP) - All eyes
ui the Big Eight are beginning
to look ahead to Nov. 72 when
Nebraska invades Norman,
Okla., for its annual showdown
with Oklahoma. This one likely
will determine the conference
champion and contender for the
national championship.
The only folks not looking
ahead to Nov. 22 are Coaches
Barry Switzer of Oklahoma and
Tom Osborne of Nebraska.
They're more concerned with
Nov. 8 when Oklahoma enter-
tains Kansas and Nebraska via-
's Kansas State.
hope our football team
won't be looking past Kansas
. and Missouri ... to the Ne-
braska game," says Switzer. "I
Steelers And Colts
Win League Contests
The Little League football
season came to a close Thesday
night in Holland Stadium and
the Steelers got what they
wanted: an undefeated season.
The Steelers ripped the
Browns 26-0 to run their record
to an unblemished 6-0. And in
recording the shutout win,
posted an unscured-upon season
to boot.
In the other contest, the Colts
took third place in the league by
clipping the Bears 6-0.
It didn'f take the Steelers long
to get on the scoreboard as
Charlie Santagado scored on a
four-yard run with 3:59 left in
the opening six-minute period.
But for the rest of the first half
and most of the third period, the
Steelers gut all they wanted and
even more from the fired-up
Sign Contracts
SHIZUOKA, Japan I AP) -
Champion Yuh Jae Do of South
Korea and Masahiro Misako of
Japan signed contracts today
for their World Boxing Associ-
aiton junior middleweight
championship right here Nov.
11.
TENNIS
TOKYO - Defending cham-
pion John Newcombe routed
fellow Australian Cliff Letcher
6.3, 6-4 to advance to the third
round of the $100,000 Japan
Open Tennis Championship.
STOCKHOLM - Jimmy Con-
nors defeated roland's Woj-
ciech Fibak 6-1, 6-3 in first-
round action of the $100,000
Stockholm Open Tennis Tourna-
ment.
Browns.
Finally, with 1:01 left in the
third period, the Steelers got the
momentum going their way as
Sant agadu scored on a one-yard
plunge up the middle and Chris
Fazi added the action point to go
up 13-0.
With less than two minutes
left in the contest, Todd
Rutherford hauled in a 10-yard
scoring pass from Santagado in
the option and that made it 19-0.
Then with just 46 seconds left in
the game, Santagado scored on
a 14-yard run down the right
side. Nicky Santagado added
the action point and the final
score of 26-0 was on the board.
The Browns had some good
running in the game from Kevin
Calvin who looked very im-
pressive on several occasions as
did runningbacks David
Dickson and Craig Crawford.
On defense, John Purdom had
an outstanding game.
For the Steelers, Charlie
Santagado had a total of 135
yards while Tommy Worlonar
added 55. As a team, the
Steelers ran up 277 yards.
The coaching staff of the
Steelers commended the entire
team for its super season, the
only one in recent years where
the championship team did not
give up any points during the
year.
The coaching staff of the
Steelers included Nicky Ryan,
Kenny Humphreys and Greg
Henning.
In the second contest, the only
score came with no time left on
the clock.
On an option play at the
buzzer, Willie Lillford threw a
bomb and the play covered 40
yards to Jeff Cartwright to post
he Colts to a 6-0 lead.
The Colts threatened time and
time again during the game but
could never push the ball into
he endzone. On one play, the
Colts had a David McCuiston
touchdown nullified by a
penalty.
McCuiston had a super game
r he ground and quarterback
Percy Abell also played a fine
game. Again, it was Walter
Payne the standout on defense
as he developed into one of the
top defensive players in the
league over the course of the
season.
For the Bears, Stacy Smith
and Stefon Reed both had
several fine runs during the
contest.
Here are the final standings:
Steelers 6-0, Browns 3-3, Colts 2-
4 and Bears 1-5.
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think the Kansas game will be
a tough one. They played Kan-
sas State better than we did.
Quarterback Nolan Cromwell
presents a problem and Mike
Butler is the must talented de-
fensive lineman in the league
other than our Dewey and Le-
Roy Minim."
Osborne says he's "concerned
that our players stay sharp and
don' look ahead. I think Kan-
sas State has a better team
than Indiana, and Indiana
came awfully close to beating
supposedly the No. 1 team in
the country, Ohio State."
Looking ahead to Saturday
... Oklahoma 38-14, Nebraska
42-7.
Last week's score was 53
right, 16 wrong for a .768 per-
centage. For the year, 387-135-
10-.714.
Ohio State at Minois: Can the
Mini do what Indiana almost
did? Uh-Uh ... Ohio State 34-
14.
Southern Methodist at Texas
A&M: Out of the Texas frying
pan into the A&M fire for the
Mustangs. And it will be hot be-
cause of last year's upset ...
Texas A&M 23-10.
Alabama at Louisiana State:
Bear Bryant hardly ever loses
to ex-pupils and Cholly Mac has
had trouble beating anyone this
year ... Alabama 31-7.
Purdue at Michigan: Boil-
ermakers are boiling over last
year's 51-0 rout. Wolverines are
boiling over last week's offici-
ating in the Minnesota game.
Temper, temper ... Michigan
28-7.
Baylor at Texas: Darrell
Royal says Baylor's "got to be
encouraged by the liberties
SMU took running straight at
us." But Baylor's got to be dis-
couraged when Earl Campbell
runs straight at them. Revenge
for last year's 34-24 second-half
comeback Texas 14-14.
North Carolina State at Penn
Slate: More revenge. State,
N.C. version, won last year.
State wins this year, too ...
Penn State 30-13.
Stanford at Southern Califor-
nia: Cards would like nothing
better than to knock off USC,
their last shot at John McKay
in this bitter feud. Sorry ...
Southern Cal 28-10.
Georgia vs. Florida at Jack-
Record Expected
SYDNEY (AP) - British
yacht Great Britain 11 is ex-
pected to easily break the 105-
year-old sailing record from
London to Sydney with an ar-
rival in Sydney on Thursday,
according to organizers of the
13,900-mile race.
Great Britain II was 200
miles from Sydney along the
southeast coast of Australia at
3 p.m. local time Wednesday.
French entry Kriter II was be-
lieved to be 160 miles astern of
the British yacht and was likely
to arrive in Sydney 10 or 11
hours later.
The record fur the crowing
was set by the clipper ship Pa-
triarch in 1889.
sunville: Galloping Gators not
likely to forget lest year's 17-16
upset ... Florida M-14.
Georgia Tech at Notre
Dame: Irish defenders will be
hard-pressed to stop Tech ram-
blers. Tech ramblers will be
pressed hard after Irish defend-
ers hit them ... Notre Dame
21-17.
Oklahoma State at Colorado:
A lot of bowls would like to
have these two Big Eight also-
rans ... Colorado 28-17.
Maryland at Cincinnati: Cin-
cy gets a taste of the Terra-
pins' Big Red Machine
Maryland 24-10.
Washington at California:
One of these clubs cures its
rose fever ... California 35-14.
Missouri at Iowa State: Cy-
clones catch OF Mizzou be-
tween Nebraska and Oklahoma.
Upset Special of the Week ...
Iowa State 20-17.
Pitt at West Virginia: Touch-
down Tony Dorsett vs. King Ar-
thur Owens in pairing of two of
the best runners in the country
... Pitt 26-20.
HERE IT COMES - Owerteribeek Tim Brews of the Beers gets
reedy to free pass in Little League play Tuesday. The Beers drop-
ped e 6-0 contest to the Colts.
Feed Wholesale Warehouse
Operated by Lynn Grove Egg Co.
Lynn Grove, Ky.
For information concerning discounts on bulk delivers contact
Chuck Boyer - 435-4197
POULTRY FEEDS
3050 Layer-75 Crumbles
3060 20% Egg Pellets
DAIRY FEEDS
3137 Monarch Milk Replacer 25's Each
3100 Calf Starter Pellets 

















3620 Cattle Grower 594
3610 Calf Creep Pellets 654
3650 Cattle Backgrounder 5  56
367032% Beef Supplement 7  30
740 HI Energy Range Cubes 7.51
3730 Monarch livestock Mineral Med. 14.02
3660 37% Protein Blocks 778






3300 Super Pig Creep Crumbles 13.40
3310 Pig Starter Pellets-(SP) 8  78
3318 Select A Pig Fritters (SP) 10.10
3320 Pork Grower Pellets 6  98
3330 Hog Finisher Pellets 6  76
3340 Sow Ration Pellets 7  10
3353 Sow Farrowing Ration 300 (Med) 136
3357 Sow Cubes  .7.36
3420 40% Hog Supplement Pellets 912
3430 Swin Mix-All 940
3440 Hog Wormer Pellets 10.04
3460 Sow Base Px 11.14
MISCELLANEOUS FEEDS
3712 Sweet Pellets
3200 Gold Bits Horse Pellets 
1217 Idle Hour Horse Pellets 
3210 C.omplete Horse Pellets
3220 Rabbit Pellets 
3230 Fish Pellets
3241 Dog Food 25's
3242 Dog Food 50's.,
3004 Shelled Corn



































































































































































































Youthful Phoenix Suns Bombard Veteran Bulls
By TIM WHITE
AP Sports Writer
You can't judge a basketball
team's strength simply by its
physical sinew, nor gauge its
savvy by the sum total of its
playing experience.
Rookie center Alvan Adams,
dominating both backboards
and making six steals, scored
15 points in the second half
Tuesday night to lead the
youthful Phoenix Suns past the
Chicago Bulls 96-80 in a Nation-
al Basketball Association con-
test.
Afterward, Bulls' Coach Dick
Motta admitted he had under-
estimated the Suns, most espe-
cially their the fledgling center,
who grabbed 12 rebounds in the
final half.
"I was surprised tonight by




By The Associated Press
Bobby Hull, who was report-
edly interested in jumping back
into the National Hockey
League. is still very much a
part of the World Hockey Asso-
ciation.
Just ask the New England
Whalers.
Hull was on the ice for the
Winnipeg Jets Tuesday night
and after a scoreless first peri-
od, he made his presence quite
evident. He scored his fifth goal
of the season, at 10:08 of the
first period, then assisted on
Anders Hedberg's ninth goal,
41/2 minutes later.
Third-period goals by Fred
O'Donnell and Thommy Abra-
hamsson tied the game 2-2 but
defen.sernan Mike Ford scored
on a 25-foot slap shot at 4:06 of
Ihe sudden death overtime peri-
od to give the Jets a 3-2 victo-
ry.
Earlier, Hull quieted the ru-
mors that he was heading back
to his old NHL club, the Chi-
cago Black Hawks, saying:
"Unequivocably no, I'm not go-
ing back to Chicago. Okay?"
Elsewhere in the WHA, the
Calgary Cowboys and • San
Diego Mariners aicated-moi 44
tie; the Indianapolis Racers
nipped the Toronto Toros 4-3;
the Quebec Nordiques shaded
the Edmonton Oilers 4-3, and
the Denver Spurs and Cleve-
land Crusaders played to a 2-2
tie.
Mariners 4, Cowboys 4, OT, tie
Hugh Harris's goal :52 into
the third period tied the game
and flawless goaltending from
Russ Gillow of San Diego and
Don McLeod of Calgary pre-
served the deadlock.
Harris scored his four 2-1 goal
of the season when he slapped
home the rebound of a shot by
Murry Keogan.
Racers 4, Toros 3
Bill Prentice scored for In-
dianapolis to forge a 3-3 tie and
Brian Coates' third-period goal
ended the Racers' two-game
losing streak.
Frank Mahovlich, Tony
Featherstone and Mike Amadei)
scored in the first period for
the Toros, while Reg Thomas
and Ron Buchanan connected
for Indianapolis.
Nordiques 4, Oilers 3
A fluke goal, credited to sel-
dom-used forward Tom Serviss,
with 63 seconds left in the third
period pulled Quebec past Ed-
monton.
Serviss cleared the puck from
his side of center ice and the
puck trickled in front of the Ed-
monton net, where Oilers goalie
Chris Worthy and defenseman
Kerry Ketter mixed up their
assignments.
As the puck spun toward the
goal line, Worthy swung and
missed and it continued into the
net.
Crusaders 2, Spurs 2, OT, tie
Mark Lomenda's 15-foot goal,
his first of the season, at 2:15
in the third period gave Denver
its overtime tie with Cleveland.
Goalies Bob Whidden of Cleve;
land and Bob Johnson of Den-
ver tamed the opposing of-
fenses in the overtime period.
The first-year Spurs are still
without a home victory after
five games on their own ice
BASEBALL
BALTIMORE - Right-hander
Jim Palmer, who twice over-
came arm miseries, was
named winner of the American
League's Cy Young award.
ANAHEIM, Calif. - Califor-
nia Angels' reserve infielder
BildY Meoli was sent to the San
Diego Padres to complete an;
earlier trade which sent in-
fielder-outfielder Bobby Valen-
tine to the Padres for pitcher
Gary Ross.
I thought he wasn't good, but I
didn't think a rookie could
handle us the way he did."
In other NBA action, Phila-
delphia upended Buffalo 121-
114. Milwaukee edged Detroit
103-101, Houston defeated New
York 119-106, Washington out-
lasted Cleveland 113-96, Kansas
City beat Los Angeles 116-98
and Atlanta nipped Portland 96-
87.
Adams' remarks alter Photo
nix's triumph sesensd to man
up the Sun's spunky philosophy.
"I have to give away a bit of
weight and height, which
means I can't outmuscie any-
body," said the 6-foot-1, 210-
pound center, who finished with
18 points. "But I feel I'm quick-
er and more agile and there-
fore can out jump either of the
Chicago centers (Nate Thar-
mond and Tom Boerwielda)"
Men 121, Braves 114
Steve Mix scored eight of $
string of 12 points as the Mira
broke a Wall tie in the final
period end took the lead for
good, helping hand Buffalo tts
first loss of the nasal.
Becks In, PieSses ill
Bob Dandridge sank two tree






had a 26-point night, while
Brian Winters led the Bucks
with 
Rockets 119, Knicks 186
Calvin Murphy kept the home
fires burning, hitting New York
for 33 points essroute to the
Rockets' (2.3) second straight
victory in Houston's new Sum-
mit Arena.
Ballets US, Cavaliers SS
Elvin Hayes touted in 33
points and Mike Riordan added
21 as Washington scored its
third victory in four starts.
Hayes notched 12 points in the
first quarter as the Bullets bolt-
ed to a 20-4 lend and were nev-
er threatened.
Ks US, Liters 90
Kansas Qty Coach Phil John-
son received two technical fouls
- an automatic ejection - in a
four-minute span in the third
period. His ejection seemed to
fire up the Kings as they hit 70
per cent of their fourth-quarter
shots for a 35-11 edge.
Hawks 911, Troll Blazers 97
Lloyd Neal's three-point play
with 42 seconds to go drew
Portland within one point of A
manta 9443. John Drew, high
man with 34 points, hit a jump-
er to make it 9643, but Port-
land scored again with 32 sec-
onds left. Connie Hawkins gut
the final two Atlanta points on
free throws with four seconds
remaining.
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Some items not exacti as icture
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.



















No. 1694. Insulated rod and reel
Wining boot. Proven by "Uncle
Sam's armed forces" in sub zero
climates. All the proven features
of the regular Rod & Reel, plus
an insulated foot that keeps feet
toast warm in coldest stream or
duck blind. Cellular rubber foot
and gum-coated fabric lining seal
cold out, keep warmth in. Exclus-
ive Converse "rocker" last for
solid walking comfort. Sixes:
Retail Price $56.95










Get Plumb Fixed Up
with Uncle Jeff's New
Line of Plumbing
10 ft. Length
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Entire Stock Ladies
Dresses














For fast temporary relief of minor





For dry hands and skin
Choice of Regular or Her-
bal






















ilt This Saturday Only!
Get $2.00 Off The


































100% Pure Pain Reliever
Bottle of 100
A Kit containing everything you
need to frost or tip your hair.
includes 9" pie pan,
2 qt. loaf dish,
8" square cake dish,


















































24 Fish eggs 24




























MI MUMMY KY LIDGIK & TIMES. Witimiiey, Noyes ear 5, pm
Democrats Keep Firm Hold On House Of Representatives
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
kentucky Democrats kept a
firm hold on the state House of
Representatives Tuesday, win-
ning 37 of the 54 contested
races.
In those races, by district:
-11th (Henderson), Gross C.
Lindsay, 1)-Henderson, defeated
Ervin A. Scott, R-Henderson.
-15th ( Muhlenberg,
McLean ), Eugene Doss, 1)-Cen-
tral City, defeated Jerry D.
Dobbs, R-Central City.
-18th (Meade, Breckin-
ridge), Mary Ann Tobin, [)-Irv-
ington, defeated J. Henry Gib-
son, R-Hardinsburg.




-20th ( Warren), Jody Rich-
ards, 1)-Bowling Green, de-
feated Danny J. Boggs, R-Bowl-
ing Green.
Crossword Puzzler







































Part of church. 44 Heal
Unusual 46 Abound















Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. //...
-22nd Allen, Monroe, Simp-
son), Richard A. Turner, R-
Tompkinsville, defeated Kelly
D. Powell, D-Scottsville.
-24th ( Larue, Hart, Marion),
Sam B. Thomas, 13-Lebanon,
defeated Hubert L. Pierce, R-
Buffalo.
-25th (Hardin), Allem A.
Craddock, D-Elizabethtown, de-
feated Dr. E.V. Bargo Jr., R-
Elizabethtown.
-27th (Hardin, Jefferson),
Archie N. Romines Sr., 1)-Val-
ley Station, defeated Plenge
Rosenberger, R-Valley Station.
-28th (Jefferson), James R.
Dunn, 13-Pleasure Ridge Park,
defeated Kathern Lepiarczyk,
R-Louisville.
-29th (Jefferson), Al Ben-
nett, 13-Louisville, defeated
Wallace F. Butler, R-Louisville.
-30th (Jefferson), Jon W.
Ackerson, R-Louisville, de-
feated Thomas J. Burch, 13-
Louisville.
-31st (Jefferson), Mark D.
O'Brien, 1)-Louisville, defeated
Stanley A. Searcy, R-Jeffeson-
town.
-32nd ( Jef ferson ) , Bruce
Blythe, R-Louisville, defeated
Robert B. Hillebrand, 1)-Louis-
ville, and Robert Sansbury, A-
Louisville.
-33rd ( Jefferson), Bob Ben-
son, 13-Louisville, defeated Har-
ley N. Blankenship, R-Louis-




Anne H. Bowers, R-Louisville.
-35th (Jefferson), Carl A.
Nett, 1)-Louisville, defeated Jo-
hanna M. Yadon, R-Louisville.
-36th (Jefferson), Michael
W. Wooden, 1)-Louisville, de-








R. Maynard, D-Louisville, de-
feated John Morris, R-Louis-
vine.
-40th (Jefferson), Geroge R.
Siemens Jr., 13-Louisville, de-
feated Geroge N. Wright, R-
Louisville.
-41st (Jefferson), Mae Street
Kidd, I3-Louisville, defeated
Anna L. Neimeier, R-Louisville.
-42nd (Jefferson), Charlotte
S. McGill, 13-Louisville, de-
feated Marvin Lee Drane, R-
Louisville.
-43rd (Jefferson), Norbert L.
Blume, 1)-Louisville, defeated
Jerry L. Johnson, R-LouLsville.
-44th (Jefferson), James B.





-46th (Jefferson), Robert F.
Hughes, 13-Louisville, defeated




feated J. Daniel Davis,
Louisville.
-48th ( Jefferson), Louis R.
Guenthner Jr., R-Louisville, de-
feated Don Irwin, D-Louisville.




-55th ( Garrard, Mercer, An-
derson ), Forest Sale, 13-Har-
rodsburg, defeated Woodrow W.
Carter, A-Burgin.
-59th (Carroll, Gallatin, Old-
ham, Trimble) Robert A.
Jones, D-Crestwood, defeated
Neale A. Parsons, R-Prospect,
and E.M. McElroy, IA-Crest-
wood.
-60ch (Boone), William K.
McBeen, 13-Burlington, defeated
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-63rd (Kenton), Louis DeFa-
laise, R-Fort Mitchell, defeated
Garry L Edmondson, 1)-Ft.
Wright.
-64th (Kenton), Phillip E.
King, 13-Fort Mitchell, defeated




feated Carol G. Maddox, R-Fort
Thomas.
-69th (Campbell, Pendleton),
Arthur L. Schmidt, R-Cold
Spring, defeated Tim Nolan, 1)-
Alexandria .
-721x1 (Bourbon, Fayette),
Jim Lemaster, 13-Lexington, de-
feated Ted Kuster, R-Paris.
-75th (Fayette), William
Gordon Kenton, 1)-Lexington,
defeated Ernest Hardaway, R-
Lexington.
-77th (Fayette), Glenna A.
Bevins, 13-Lexington, defeated
Dean D. Moore, R-Lexhigton,
and Anthony A. McCord, A-Lex-
ington.
-711th (Fayette), Larry J.
Hopkins, R-Lexington, defeated
Joe Savage, D-Lexington, and
Charles L. Christopher,- A-
Lezineton
-79th (Fayette), Don W.
Stephens, 13-Lexington, de-
feated Kent M. Brown, R-Lex-
ington.
-80th (Lincoln, Ftockcastle,
Pulaski), William H. De-
marcus, R-Stanford, defeated
Jesse M. Ramey, D-Waynst-
burg.
-83rd (Pulaski, Levey
Floyd, R-Poynter, defeated Da-
vid Massey, D-Burnside.
-84th ( Estill, Jackson, Madi-
son), Charles P. Muncy, R-Ir-
vine, defeated John E. Combs,
[Berea.
-86th (Knox, Clay), Jimmy
White, D-Barbourville, defeated
Chester A. Hammons, R-Flat
Lick.
-87th ( Bell, Harlan), George
E. Stewart, D-Pineville, de-
feated John G. Howard, R-Pine-
vine.
-93rd (Pike) - N. Clayton
Little, D-Hartley, defeated Guy
Bailiff, R-Elkhorn City.
-Vith (Carter, Lewis), Jack-
ie liooper, R-Vanceburg, de-
feated Billy E. Blankenship, 13-
Olive Hill.
-97th (Johnson, Martin,
Lawrence), W.D. Blair, R-
Paintsville, defeated Billy J.
Cantrll, 13-Van Lear.
-98th (Greenup), Ronald R.
Cyrus, 1)-Greenup, defeated
Dwight Dale Vance, R-Flat-
woods.
-99th (Elliott, Lawrence,
Boyd, Greenup), Ray 0.
Brown, 13-Sandy Hook, defeated
Allan J. Osborne, R-Ashland.
-100th (Boyd), Charles R.
Holbrook III, R-Ashland, de-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )
Democrats took nine of the ten
state senate seats contested in
Tuesday's election.
In those races, by district:
-5th (Ohio, Breckinridge,
Meade, Grayson, Hart, Har-
din), Joe Wright, D-Harned, de-
feated Bill Crowell, R-
Leitchfield.
-7th (Jefferson), W.L. Quin-
lan, 1)-Louisville, defeated Nor-
man C. Hellinger, R-Louisville.
-13th (Fayette), Michael R.
Moloney, 13-Lexington, defeated
Gene Farley, R-Lexington.
-17th ( Bell, Harlan, Whit-
ley), Bert Ed Pollitte, 13-Har-
lan, defeated Denver C. Knuck-
les. R-Middlesboro.
-19th (Jefferson), Tom Mob-
ley', D-Louisville, defeated Tom
Wheeler, R-Louisville.
-21st (Clay, Laurel, Leslie,
Knox, Whitley), Gene Huff, R-
London, defeated Hubert L.
Marcum, 13-Manchester.
-25th ( Boyd, Johnson, Law-
rence, Floyd), I.owell T.
Hughes, 13-Ashland, defeated
Ronald B. Halleck, R-Ashland.
-33rd (Jefferson), Georgia
Davis Powers, 13-Louisville, de-
feated Wilford E. Payne, R-
Louisville.
-35th (Jefferson), 'David K.
Karem, 1)-Louisville, defeated
Hilda S. Green.




Researchers at the Univer-
sity of California's Irvine
campus are developing an
automatic system of tumor
detection to aid in the
diagnosis of lung and breast
cancer. The system uses a















Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 759-NEED











In various sizes and




































regular display, must be
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Apprinunzately 12,101 sq. R. al
rental glom available st 2nd
and ktiplar Streets Western
Durk Totrucce Packing Corp.
Murray. Ky., Phone 7S3-1341






lakes area business. Ex-
cellent supplemental in-
come for part time
work. Operate front
home. Great potential
for expansion. Will pay






GIFT TIME Gift Catalog,
with a whole world of new





Wino pee seed supplies, equip-
mat or service cell es. Cleaning
Is when we Itnew Net. We Mess
stew cksoners s.d ether
deeming eipsipaiont for root, •
If par prefer we will deep seer






5 Lost And Found
FOUND A nice female
hound puppy. Call 753-
8880.
LOST YOUNG ADULT
male cat. Solid white,
greyish-green eyes, white
plastic flea collar. An-
swers to the name of
WINTER. Reward of-
fered. Please call 753-2428
before 5, after 5 753-7222.
LOST GERMAN Shepherd,
and brown female Beagle
and puppy. Family pets.
Also a 5 gallon utility can
Reward. Phone 753-6086
LOST TWO black calves
about 250 lbs. each In Dog
Creek area, southeast
section of county. $15.00
reward each for the
return of calves. Call 436-
5560.
6 Help Wanted
WE NEED christmas help.
Would you like to earn
$200.00 between now and
Christmas' If so, and you
can spare 2 hours a day












WANT SOMEONE to iron.
Call 753-2286 after 5 p.m.
SALES HELP wanted
between the ages of 25 to





perience. Three days a




Buildings. 8x 104318, 8x12-
$432, 8x16-$576, 10x20-$989.
Free normal delivery.
Many in stock to chose
from. Any size built to
order. Protect your lawn
and garden tools. Buy a
storage building nov.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons horn
November 15- 1975 to
March 15, 1976. Hick's
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The Hottest item sold
through vendors is now
available in your area.
If you are serious about
Self Employment we
will send you a sample
of ow product in the
mail. This is not a get
rich quick scheme. We
provide locations, you
service. We offer finan-
cing for expansion. In-
vestment levels: $2,265-
$3,775-$7,550
Per isferusetion essikor in-
terview cii collect (783) 45,-
2147 er write intieding phone
Ns. te CONSOLIDATED
MAR11171NG, INC., Wipe Men
Office 814, P. 0. Lis 317,
Stiff .rd. Vc 22554.
12 Insurance




Salle Of Ott Ili
14 Want To Buy
500 GALLON LP gas tank.
Call 753-8618 after 4:30
p.m.
USED WOODEN kitchen
table with four chairs.
Suitable for refinishing or
painting. Call 753-1566
VENEER LOGS wan teo
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15 Articles For Sale
BAR WITH 2 matching
stools. Black vinyl with
chrome accents. Like
new. Call 753-2231
BUNK BEDS and chests, 2
air conditioners, drapes
and rug to match Small
round table, underpinning
and blocks. Can be seen at
412 South 10th.
FRIGIDAIRE, 5.5 amp, 950
watt. Front loader dish-
washer, $75.00. Call 436-
5338 after .6.
FLUFFY SOFT and bright
are carpets cleaned with'
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western
Auto, Home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
WANTED SOMEONE to BABY BED, training
sell Watkins Products. chair. Call 753-3302 after 6
Call 753-5550 p.m.
A
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15 Articles For Sale
EXPENSIVE TEENAGE
clothing size 7-8. Ladies
size 10. Very reasonable.
Call 753-5564.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super! Rent





new, 24 vol., Collier plus
10 volume, set of Jr.
Classic story books, 6 vol.
Science library, 6 vol. Life
Cycle library. Complete
with book shelves an
excellent library for the
family. Must sell. Cheap.
Call 767-4055 after 5 p.m.
TELEVISION TOWER. 58





Call Gerald Waldrop at
7534712 or Mrs. Keys
Keel at 753-4672. Phone
today!
LENOX CHINA, Brookdale






OAK DISPLAY table. Call














Gifts. All kinds, hand
quilted. Reasonable
price. Call afternoon, 753-
4375.





Mathes color console T.




guage pump shotgun and






for both. Call 753-8479
after 6 p.m.
ONE MEDITERRANEAN
living room chair. Drexel
walnut bookcase head-
board and matching night
stand. One Spanish
screen. Call 753-8869 after
5.
REFRIGERATOR -
Freezer, 24 cubic foot,
side-by-side, ice maker
with ice service in door.
Less than two years old.












Priests Redeem!. Offers Considered
C. 0. Bondurant Realty
Good 2 or 3 bedroom house on Thz acres with good




2 bedroom brick, 509 South 6th416,000
Brick business building 30 x 30, 2nd and Maple with
upstairs apartment - rented - $10,600.
2 rental apartments, 203 Maple with $100 per month
income $7.500
3 bedroom frame, plus upstairs, rental apartment,
300 Elm, Zoned business, $20,250
Call- BONDURANT - First
753-9954 or 753-34.60
AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 8, 1975, 10:00 A. M.
SELLING AT THE FARM HOME OF MR. & MRS. W A. CANN
ON,
TURN N OFF E. STATE LINE (Hwy 120) AT DALT
ON'S STORE
PLACE (KUIstoni OR TURN S OFF HWY hl BETW
EEN PILOT
OAK & WATER VALLEY, KY. AND PROCEED TO 
SALE, WATCH
FOR AUCTION SIGNS
SELLING DUE TO ILL HEALTH & RETIREMENT
3 pc. bedroom' write, Zewitts console TV. 2 *Hone rockers, sheds,
GE dryer, dec. range, wakiets, two-2 pc. Ivies room sates, table
awl chairs, dreg lief table, ince bottom & back cbdr, rid Na
os,
clocks, picteres, metal cabinets. Imps, irate, ashes. Med crystal,
art glen, pink-greims-white depression glass, Welk gives, pleb vet
gloss, asMi gloss, straight does, ire. beds, window leas, eiectrk
beaters, 1 pc lowly sit, folding chairs, grilL wash kettle. Soon 3
wheel bicycle.
1956 Feld NO tractor at% S speed trons„ geed tires, trod hvenper.
Ford 2 x 14" plow, Ford 6 pidrig disc. Ford 6' cycle mower, Ford 6'
rotary To•Tint. Marfa% 13 isole grain drill, 1 reer wittiest«, Shirr
Narrow, siege harrow, 2 be. Cyclones seal sewer, leg chairs, Stibl
DII clisia saw, aril, vise, pipe wreisebes, VI.' drill, hector imalwellis,
sip section leader, barb t waves wire ttritchers, groove owes,
primers, bees, rasa, 1116011411, post hole diggers, owes, sledges,
wedges, wheel borrow, Hoopes, bind strums, Tease Iran isse
iree,
Need awn slaw, dee. tags, 30 pi. horrid, brass bets, hied Nom
Sec. owl tools 1946 Chevrolet '17 ton 1.11 Track, VI, AFAC-Mew
Tires, Metal hod, 53,000 wiles. 1939 Clairol's Apodre 1/2 toe Moot
side Track, • good eld fano trod
TERM% CAN Of PERSONALIZED CNICIS
FOR 1131ITNEll INFORMATION CONTACT
Olt MRS, W. A. CANNON. OWIMITI
Art. "%Vette,. Ily.7471.111111 ler
Col. Rubert Ainley
AUCT10111,111 II REAL wart motto
See% kites, Teen., noise 4711-3713
19 Farm Equipment
3011 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel. Rice and cane
tires. Excellent condition
Pickup reel. Header
control. 13' table. Phone
Sedalia, 328-8275.
35 FERGUSON tractor,
like new. Call 7534383.
TWO 14" Massey Ferguson
plows. Good condition.
$200.00. 1966 Buick
Electra 225, 2 door hard
top, all power. $225.00.
Call 753-7413.
16 FT. TILT trailer. Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford
disc, gill pullverizer. Call
753-7370.
20. Sports Equipment
FOR SALE, pine pong
table. Call 753-8869 after 5.
14 FT. PLYWOOD
fiberglass boat with 25
h.p. Johnson motor and
tilt bed trailer. 9156.00 or
best offer. Call 753-7905.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 4374733.
1175 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power







































TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753170.







11,00 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870
"IAA* OLO 11411.16, J0c, 'NO MEAD OR
MILK T1114 VIEEKEN7. PACK MONIVM."
24. Miscellaneous
FENCE SALE lowest price
this year on chain link
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
at SEARS for free
estimate. Sale expires
November 5th. Call 753-
2310.
1171 ki TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
Claw 'feet. Call 753-4716.
HEAVY EQUIPMENT.




pickup truck motor. Fits
model 65 and up. 240 c.i.d.
$85.00. Seven piece
smoked glass dinette set,




Like new. AM, FM radio
and record player. Call
753-0060.
23" BLACK and white
Motorola T.V., excellent
condition. $150. Call 767-
4787.
23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals in-
cluded. External PA jack.
Phone 7534753.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 79 CITATION, 1973






home, 12 x 46. Very good.
Portable TV., 19" screen,
big jack antenna, radio,
electric skillet, 2 chairs,
new perfection oil heater,
coffee table, lamp table,
good firm mattress, yard
chairs. Call 489-2653 after
5 p.m.
MOBILE HOME. 3
bedrooms with bath and a
half. Completely fur-
nished. Set up with un-
derpinning and is con-
veniently close to toien.
$3,600. Call 753-0048 after
5:30.
12 x 76 FLAMINGO Menor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 4434226.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
clean. On 3 lots, 100 x 185.
Five minutes from lake.
In the Mt. Carmel Church
area. Call 502-436-2419.
29 Mobile Home Rent?
12 x 911 AND 12 x N all
electric, recent model
mobile homes. Both have
central heat with air
conditioning. One, two




veniently in Rtviera Cta.
Call 787-4055, after Op. m.
Deposit required.
-(4 k, Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME in
country, HI miles from
Murray. Electric heat.
$50.00 per month. Call 474-
2318.
MOBILE HOME for rent, 3
bedrooms, bath and half.
Partially furnished,
washer, air conditioner,





located at the corner of U.
S. 641 and Glendale Road,
Murray, Ky. C II 614-436-
1060
32 iments for Rent
EXTRA NICE one
bedroom furnished
apartment. Next to White

















a par tn., all electric,






bill paid Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
.120.00 per month. Call 753-
6668.
FURNISHED APART-




36 For Rent Or Lease
NESBITT FABRIC shop




Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and
open heifers. Call 901-247-
5487. Rex Robinson.
38 Pets • Suuo p,









silver and black. Also
young parrakeets. Phone
7534379.
TWO BIRD dogs. Call
nights 4924274.
TWO TOY Po9nuts, 3
months old. Ong male and
one female. .36.119 each.
Call 7534787.
40: PruduLe .







must go. 1718 Holiday
Drive.
RUMMAGE SALE at
caldwell Cars Inc 310
North 4th at B a.m. on the
8th of November. All
clothing of Essie Cald-
well.
RUMMAGE SALE at 1006
Fairlane Drive. Thursday




bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated
inside and outside. Large
living room, dining room,
bath, kitchen and extra






payments are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only




Broker, 753-7116 for ap-
pointment.
CUSTOM HOMES built on





brick home at Coldwater,
could be used as a 3 or 4
bedroom, den, 2 baths,
oversize car garage, on a
1 acre lot. Priced at
$31,900. Call Moffitt





and wood home with





building. Priced to sell at
$27,600. Contact Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th or call 753-8080.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
FOR YOUR insurance,
Real Estate and Auction
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call
753-3263 anytime, day,
night and holidays.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER. Three
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
Stella and Kirksey. lm-
mediae possession.
Phone 489-2167.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home fully carpeted.
Attached garage. Den.
Acre of land, apple trees.
Located on 641 South,
Murray. Call 753-0154.
HOUSE AND LOT, good
location in growing
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
water, new pump, new
carpets, all electric,
furnished. $12,500. Route







$20,000 Call 753-4074 or
753-1311









bath newly decorated, 312




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
70 ACRES, 2 miles east of
Farmington, on Highway
121. City gas and water, 3
bedroom mobile home. 50
acres tillable. Call 1-345-
2502.






1173 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753.9168 or 436-
5370.
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436.5335 after 5:00
p.m.
1974 YAMAHA, 175MX,
1974 Yamaha 125 YZ. Call
753-2769.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1963 1-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New ires. All way above
average. Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See bob Cook, Hazel. Call
4924165.
19118 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 7534983.
1968 GRAND PRIX, 2 door
hard top. Call 492-8332.
1965 INTERNATIONAL
1600. Five speed, trans.
Phone 753-2576.
1961 FORD Pickup truck,
Fleetwood. Call 492-8332.





1970 FORD LTD, 2 door




patio covers and en-
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647
WILL CUT and trim trees
tall 753-8278 for free
estimate.
1974 CHEVY, 4 wheel drive
pickup. Call 247-8476 after
5 p.m., Mayfield, Ky.
NICE 1966 OPAL. 25-30
mpg. $475. Will trade for
truck. Call 753-1566.
19'71 BUICK LeSabre, 4
door, power and air. Call
753-0720.
1973 GRAND PRIX, power
steering and brakes, tape
player, cruise control






1973 CHEVROLET, 12 foot,
flat dump, 2 ton. Call 753-
7370.
50 Campers
22 FT. FULLY self-
- ' 6ofifldrietr laud waiter
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east








Call 7534124, South 4th
Street. Across from HI-
Burger.
FIREWOOD CUT to order.
Will deliver or if you have
the wood I will cut it for
you. Call 489-2255.














TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too









your heating and cooling
costs. Insulate today! Call
753-9446 after 5:00 p.m.
WILL PUT plastic under
houses to keep down
moisture. Also small










work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
days a week.
51 Services Offered
WILL DO carpentry jobs,











work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 436-6896 or 436-2308.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or






Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.




No jobs too 51211•11. Call







Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-











Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
54 Free Column
ONE YEAR old part
Miniature Collie, female,
black and white. Very
pretty and playful. Must
give away or must be
destroyed. Call 753-3057.
SPAYED' FEMALE cat
and 2 kittens. Tiger
striped grey. Call 753-
3994,
TWO 3 month old puppies.
Part beagle. One is brown
and black, other brown
and white. Call 753-7869.
WALL! DR
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE





This week we have oak curved secretary with claw
feet. Several picture frames, round oak table,
walnut bed, lard press, seven gallon milk can, six
Bentwood ice cream chairs, rockers, straight
chairs, wardrobe, glass, dishes and pottery'. Odds






Modern Manufacturing plant in Paris. Tenn. has ha-
mediate permanent openings for individuals wise Me
the following quarrfications:
1. Minionorn of 2 years Wasteful supervises? it-
-Iperieoce.
2. Must have related iissichirierf or maintenance ex-
perience.
3. Must be able to communicate well with pee0e.
4. Only those with above sprallficatiews seed apply.
Oatitanding Salary t Fringe Programs Available
Successful applicants will be experienced &
aggressive individuals with proven ability to corn-
munirate
SIFAI riight# 4160414' TelarYTegOlftlatinft t41
P.O. Box 610
Paris, Teen. 33247
An Equal Opportunity employer
`.
.5
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I Funerals I
Mrs. Beatrice Pool
Dies At Age Of 58;
Services Incomplete
Mrs. Beatrice Sue Pool of
Madison Heights, Mich., died at
3 a. m. this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at the age of 58.
Mrs. Pool is survived by her
husband, S. G. Pool, Madison
Heights; a daughter, Mrs. Patty
Holt, Troy, Mich.; a sister, Mrs.
Hugh (Ida Lee) Wells, Royal
Oak, Mich.; a brother,
Woodrow Norsworthy of
Kirksey; and three grand-
children, Roger, Laura and
Julie Holt.
Mrs. Pool was a member of
the Temple Baptist Church in
Detroit. She was born in
Calloway County on Sept. 17,
1917, the daughter of the late
Zothe and Amy Potts Nor
sworthy.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of
arrangements, which are in-
complete at this time. Friends
may call at the funeral home
after 10 a. m. Thursday.
Beame Criticizes Ford Action
On New York City's Problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — New
York Mayor Abraham Beame
accused President Ford today
of offering "a cop-out, not a
cure" for New York City's fis-
cal ills. He said the President's
attacks on New York have
-triggered hatred, disunity and
confusion."
The mayor said Ford, in crit-
icizing New York, ignored the
city's budget-cutting record. He
listed payroll deductions, halts
in city construction and clos-
ings of municipal facilities. He
promised further money-saving
measures, including a change
in the free university system's
financing and more hospital
closings.
The mayor made his remarks
in a speech prepared for deliv-
ery before the National Press
Club, one day after the dis-
closure that state officials had
come up with enough money to
avert default next week.
Beame said that he sought
federal guarantees of future
loans, but no tax dollars, from
the government.
"New York is not asking the
federal government or the pub-
lic for one cent," he said. "On
the other hand, default will cost
America billions."
Beame's appearance at the
club was designed to answer a
speech Ford gave there one
week ago when he outlined his
plan for changing bankruptcy
laws to enable the city to con-
tinue basic services in the case
of a default.
Referring to that speech and
other Ford attacks on New
York City, Beame said, "The
President's response to New
York City reflects a kind of
bumper sticker philosophy.
He has used the city of New
York as a foil for political slo-
gans from Belgrade to San
Francisco and back."
Beame added that this has
set urban residents agaki.st ru-
ral Americans and EasTerners
against Midwesterners.
"The President's prescription
for an economic and spiritual
purge is a 17th Century reme-
dy," the mayor said. "In 20th
Century parlance, it's a cop-
out, not a cure.
"Subjecting America's larg-
est city to humiliation and im-
poverishment does not enhance
either the economy or the mor-
Democrats Strengthen Hold On
Legislature In Tuesday Contest
• Esoi
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When Gov. Julian Carroll
presents his legislative pro-
gram to the 1.976 General As-
sembly, it shouldn't generate a
great deal of resistance: the
Democrats will be in control
again.
They strengthened that hold
in Tuesday's election, leaving
the Republicans clinging to a
handful of legislative seats.
Unofficial returns showed
the Democrats with 63 of the
100-House seats. Of the 19 Sen-
ate seats, three Republicans
and six Democrats had no op-
position and Democrats were
leading in mos't of the contested
races.
The trend wasn't surprising.
The Republicans have had a
majority in the House only
twice — in 1895 and 1919 — and
they never have controlled the
Senate.
The GOP did manage to
grab two House seats in Jeffer-
son County. In the 30th District,
Democratic incumbent Thomas
Burch was defeated by Jon W.
Ackerson and in the 38th, in-
cumbent Democrat Richard
Chandler lost to Republican
Dexter Wright.
Norbert Blume, a Louisville
Democrat, was re-elected in the
43rd District and was expected
to go after the job as Speaker
of the House, a position he has
held since 1972. He may, how-
ever, be challenged by Gross
Lindsay of Henderson.
Lindsay won in the llth
House District, defeating Ervin
American Indian jewelry,
hand-tooled by
Navajo, Zuni and Hope
craftsmen. Each piece
sculptured in the







Scott, a Henderson Republican.
Democratic alderman Gerta
Bendl of Louisville won the 34th
District House seat, defeating
Anne H. Bowers, a 64-year-old
homemaker.
Unofficial results from some
other legislative contests:
Eugene Doss, Central City
Democrat, took the 15th House
seat from Republican Jerry
Dobbs, also of Central City.
In the 19th House, the winner
was G.W. Vincent, a Leitchfield
Democrat, who eased past Gor-
don Moody, Brownsville Re-
publican.
Charles Hardwick, a Republi-
can from Betsy, held off Frank-
lin Lowhorn, his Democratic
opponent from Albany, in the
53rd House.
In the 75th District, the win-
ner was William Kenton, Lex-
ington Democrat. His Republi-
can opponent was Ernest Hard-
away of Lexington.
A Barbourville Democrat,
Jimmy White, captured the
86th House seat from Chester
Hanunons, a Republican from
Flat Lick.
The Democrats also took the
93rd House seat, with Clayton
Little of Hartley defeating Guy
Bailiff of Elkhorn City.
Carroll Incredulous
Over Margin Of Win
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Although he'd expected to win,
Gov. Julian Carroll still was
baffled.
"We kept saying the margin
would be 125,000—but we never
expected 150,000 to 175,000,•" he
said after winning a full four-
year term as Kentucky gover-
nor.
Wearing a charcoal gray
pinstriped suit, the silver-hair-
ed Carroll stepped to the stage
in the crowded Bluegrass Con-
vention Center about 9:40 p.m.
to accept his victory.
Party regulars and support-
ers applauded wildly and two
caged roosters on the stage be-
gan crowing. The rooster is the
Democratic Party symbol.
Grinning broadly, Carroll
seemed a little incredulous
when he told his supporters,
"We even carried Fayette
County." The Democrats had
not carried the Bluegrass coun-
ty since Bert Combs ran for
governor in 1959.
Carroll gave special thanks to
the voters of Jefferson County
"who searched their way
through the jungle of confusien
to realize my stand on issues
vital to all the people of Louis-
ville and Jefferson County."
It was an obvious reference
to the issue of court-ordered
busing in Jefferson County,
which political observers had
predicted would threaten Car-
roll's showing there.
As governor he promised to
do all he could to stop forced
busing.
He also said it was apparent
from the majority by which the
Democrats won that "we have
the overwhelming support.. of
both major parties of Ken-
tucky."
-For this endorsement my
running mate and I shall be
eternally grateful," he said.
He asked the people of Ken-
tucky for "their understanding,
their support, and their prayers
as we go forth together."
Then, saying, "Thelma,
where are you, dear?" Carroll
looked for his running mate,
Thelma Stovall, the first female
lieutenant governor in Ken-
tucky's history. He introduced
her and the rest of the vic-
torious Democratic slate as
supporters cheered.
Flanked by his wife Char-
lanne, who held their infant
daughter Ellie, and their three
tisen-age children, Carroll told
the crowd he was taking his
family on a short vacation.
''Then I will return to my
desk to prepare for the 1976
General Assembly," he said.
Seven Attorney
Posts Contested
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
All 55 of Kentucky's Com-
monwealth's Attorney positions
were up for election Tuesday,










We are pleased to announce
that Deborah Keen, bride-
elect of Michael Morgan, has
fl selected her china and
stainless from our complete
bridal registry.
Deborah and Michael will be








In those races, by district:
—23rd (Estill, Lee, Owsley ),
Mart V. Mainous, R-Irvine, de-




feated Edwin A. Schroerin,g Jr.,
R-Louisville.
—32nd Boyd), John M. Wil-
liams, R-Ashland, defeated Kel-
ley Asbury, D-CaUettsburg..
—44th ( Bell), Joe Nagle, D-
Middlesboro, defeated Julian H.
Golden, R-Pineville.
—45th (McLean, Muhlen-
berg ), Dan Cornette, D-Green-
ville, defeated Harold M.
Streets, R-Central City.
—49th ( Allen, Simpson), R.
Lee Steers Jr., 1)-Franklin, de-
feated Robert E. Taylor,
-54th ( Boone, Gallatin), Bill
Mathis Jr., 1)-Walton,. defeated
Don Knapmeyer, R Florence.
al fiber of our nation. The best
cure for our financial ills is to
have an opportunity to recuper-
ate under a strictly supervised
regimen of reform and ret-
renchment. A guarantee would
permit that."
Beame said Ford has failed
to take into account the effect a
default by New York would
have on the rest of the nation.
He referred to a report pre-
pared by the Joint Economi,
Committee of Congress estima'
mg that federal tax receipt.
would be reduced by $3.5 mm
lion and expenditures for unem-
ployment compensation, food
stamps and other prograno
would increase by $500 million
He said a default would jeop-
ardize payment for more than
$1 billion in goods from around
the nation.
Beame's speech followed Nev%
York Gov. Hugh L. Carey's an-
nouncement Tuesday that
enough money was found to put
together a $750 million package
to keep the city from default on
Nov. 14. Carey did not reveal
details.
Carroll. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
weeks ago, but his polls in-
dicated the situation was tur-
ning. He indicated the results
were kept secret to keep the
busing controversy from flaring
up again.
Bremer Ehrler, the Jefferson
County chairman for Carroll.
said the strategy was to accen-
tuate the positive — explaining
what the governor had tried to
do against busing — rather
than defending him on a charge
that he failed to stop it.
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach, defeated by Carroll
in the primary by 155,000 votes,
said the Louisville area reaP
ized the benefits it has obtained
from the state-city partnership.
Gable had claimed before the
election that a victory for him
would send a message to politi-
cians all over the nation tha.
the people wollki not tolerate
busing.
He reitereated that theme in
defeat, declaring that the out.
come shows "pro-busing politi-
cians everywhere- should
tremble.
"It's crystal clear from this
election that...they can't get
away scot free at the polls,"
Gable said.
The GOP loser declined to
tell of his plans, declaring "I'm
still trying to analyze what hap-
pened in this election."
Some diehard supporters
shouted at him to "ring the
bell," a reference to a cam-
paign gimmick used by Gable.
He carried a small bell which
he tingled for emphasis or
when he felt his opponent was
not telling the truth.
Despite such touches of hu-
mor, the campaign generally
was lack-luster. The overriding
issue was busing, yet para-
doxically both candidates pro-
fessed to be the most vigorous
opponents of it.
Gable also tried to touch a
political chord with a pledge to
reduce state taxes by 155 mil-
lion a year, an amount Carroll
said the state could not afford.
Carroll offered a $45 million
cut for small income tax pay-
ers.
Otherwise, the two rivals
were rarely apart on issues like
the economy, energy and the
need for upgrading education.
Gable began campaigning
last summer instead of waiting
for the traditional Labor Day
opening, in the hope on gaining
needed recognition and closing
the normal political gap be-
tween the parties.
The Tuesday defeat is the
fourth successive one for the
GOP in as Many years They
lost a governorship and two
Senate seats previously
Carroll had carried on the
policies of Ford, though the two
were mild factional enemies.
With the overwhelming man-
date, he is expected to reshuffle
much of state government and
make his own imprint on pro-
grams.
Mrs. Stovall, a veteran state
officeholders, won almost as re-
sounding a victory as Carroll.
Her opponent was Shirley
Palmer-Ball, a conservative
businessman with little political
experience.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky lake, 7 a in 354,9,
down 0.2
Below dam 303.6, up 1 2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m 354.8,
Below dam 307.4, up 1.3.
Sunset 4757. Sunrise 6:25.
Moon sets 6:50 p iii . rises




New projects can not be undertaken without the
cooperation of many people in the school system and com-
munity. On the right is Bob Allen, principal of East and on the
left is Shaw Blankenship, consultant from Murray State
University.
Browsing through materials are left to right: Martha Lee,
Shelia Nance, Mary Jane Key, Pat Seiber, and Pat Allbritten.
Committee members investigating new materials include:




The East Calloway En-
vironmental Education Plan-
ning Committee met on Mon-
day, November 3, at East
Calloway Elementary School.
This was the initial planning
session for an outdoor
laboratory. The program under
study will involve grades one
through eight and will relate to
all subject areas.
The members of the com-
mittee are interested persons
and teachers representing
different levels and subject
areas. Members of the planning
committee include: Bobby
Allen, principal; Linda Pat-
terson, science; W. T. Pat-
terson, social studies; Mary
Jane Key, fifth grade; Martha
Leet, first grade; Shelia Nance,
second grade; and Jerry
Overbey, president of the
Parent Teachers Club.
Working with the committee
as consultant is Billy Shaw
Blankenship environmental
specialist employed by Murray
Offices. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
A Louisvillian, Mrs. Stovall
was the first woman elected
president of the Young Demo-
crats of Kentucky.
She attended the University
of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky
University and I .agalle Univer-
sity extension at Chicago.
Palmer-Ball, 45, is executive
vice president of Palmer Prod-
ucts Corp. He previously had
served in state government as
Alcoholic Beverage Control Ad-
ministrator and state Parks
Commissioner under former
Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Despite its ranking on the
executive ladder, the lieutenant
governor's office has lost some
of its prestige.
In 1974, the General Assem-
bly removed the lieutenant gov-
ernor as chairman of the Legis-
lative Research Commission.
The sole duties now are to act
as president pro tern of the
state Senate and to fill in for
the governor if he is out of
Kentucky, resigns, is removed
from office or dies.
State University and Land
Between the Lakes.
All interested persons are
encouraged to submit ideas,
materials, and suggestions to
any committee member. This
school project is another at-
tempt to provide a better





A faculty recital of sonatas
for violin and piano will be
presented at 3:30 p.m. Sunday,
Nov. 9, in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center at Murray Stae
University.
Violinist David Nelson and
pianist Rossell Terhune will
perform lye's Sonata No. 4,
"Children's Day at the Camp
Meeting," Mozart Sonata in Bb
K. 454, and the Frank Sonata in
A major.
The public is invited to attend
at no admission charge.
  -1:2tociiffez
Prices of docks of local lallertat at noon
today tarnished to the Ledger & Times by
I. M. &MOO Co. are as follows:
Airco 1141 +




GAF Corp le% une
Gan Motors 1141 +1%














Prices of Mod' of local Interest at noon
EDT, today, hirkiehod to tho Ledger &
Times by That al Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:




Union Carbide WI +1%
W.R. Grace WI +41
Texaco 115% +it
General Elec. 47% one
GAF 141% mac
GeargisCladtic , 4451 +%




Franklin Mint 27% +%






Save s6 to $9 Per Pair =kr= poins,
2 for $5869
This tire provides a grid of tadder-like cleats to dig
in and pull you through powder snow, slush, even
mud. Bruise-resisting fiberglass cord belts stabilize
the tread for full road contact Polyester cord 'body













F78-14 G78-14 H78-14 F78-15 G78-15 H78-15
s7180 s74" ssipe s737o _ $76au s82se
Plus $1.77 to $2.92 F E.T. per tire, depending on size. No trade needed.
Whitewalls available In most sizes at slightly higher prices
FOR YEAR-ROUND
Polyglas Price Reduction •.tt,trpoi,,,..-
Here-, a year-round tire that has two fiberglass2 for ss 00 cord belts to tame wear-producing squirm and helpkeep tread grooves open for good wet traction. Two













Madman, otos $1.88 to $2.69 r LT. per tire, depending on size, and old tires
Whitewatis available in most sizes at ii It hi her 'floes.
Rale Chia — if oc sell out of your Ma we N ill issue )ou a rain check. onsiorina future del,- at the ads ertised pro,-
GOODAPEAR
8 Ways to Buy
• cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Costoiner Credit Plan
• Matter Charge • aaniamericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Insects • Malin Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores. Senices Not Available At Starred Locations
Lube and Oil Change
488 Up to 5 qts. of majorbrand multi-gradia oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth.
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Front-End
Alignment
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction-to increase tins-
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced profes-




Elwood's rront.isierel drive cars
Engine
• With electronic equipment our
professionals fine-tune your en-
gine, installing new points, plugs
a condenser • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine for maxi-
mum gas mileage •Includes Del-
sun, Toyota, VW & light trucks
32 Add $4 for $ cyo..$2 for air cond
--South 12th & Glendale






















































































Officers of the Murray Vocational FBLA Club were elected Oct 14. They are, left to right, front
row, Donna Heathcott, secretary, Murray senior, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Heathcott, Rida
Hicks, president, Calloway senior, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam R. Hicks, Mary Barnett, vice-
president, Murray junior, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Bamett, back row, Vickie Cun-
ningham, treasurer, Murray senior, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cunningham, Candace Ramsey,
historian, Calloway junior, daughter, Mrs. Barbara Ramsey, and Vanessa Stone, reporter,
Calloway junior, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Stone. Not pictured is Sharon Wyatt, parliamen-
tarian, guardians, Mr. and Mrs. Cal Luther. Sponsors are Mrs. Brenda Nix and Mrs. Martha
Crawford.
Thanksgiving Arts And Crafts Sale
Slated At Natural Bridge State Park
By Helen Price Stacy
Kentucky still will have
beautiful sunshiny days, perfect
for hiking and being outdoors.
but when autumn's brilliance
changes to leafless trees, fallow
fields and chill weather, your
state parks are ready to
welcome you and your family
with indoor activities.
At Natural Bridge State
Resort Park in Powell County a
special Thanksgiving weekend
includes not only delectable
foods, but an annual arts and
crafts sale.
the Conunonwealth does not
have an unbeautiful season and,
as you travel to Natural Bridge
for this event, be sure to look
around you and note the beauty
of trees without leaves, fields
without corn and homes without
front-porch people. Instead
there will be a flag of remake
from a kitchen stove or open
fireplace in a family room that
speaks eloquently of this season
of closeness and warmth.
It is with this spirit of added
bounty and friendliness that
park employes and state per-
sonnel have put together this
special program.
It is the first such event and
scheduled Nov. 29-30. It will see
some of the state's leading
artists and crafts people
exhibiting their work in the
park's new multi-purpose
For exhibitors, it will mean a
place of beauty to enhance their
handiwork and also one of
convenience, for they will be
able to driye to an unloading
center at the building.
For art lovers and collectors,
the structure provides ample
room for viewing and con-
templating a purchase, even to
standing thoughtfully at a
window wall overlooking lovely,
wooded Red River valley.
Constructed of strong
materials, the multi-purpose
building blends well into the
landscape as did old Hemlock
Lodge that once stood on the
site.
"It is only a short path from
the main lodge," said Jewell
Baker who is WNW& with the
weekend. "Those who walk
from the lodge may enjoy trees,
birds and scenic views. And
inside the new building, the
glass areas give a feeling of
nature indoors."
According to Ms. Baker,
artists and artisans already
scheduled to exhibit include Al
Cornett, Gene Gray, Charles
Spaulding, Russell May, Vivian
Niece, Nellie Meadows, Robert
Powell, Howard Fain, Iva
Daniels, Ken Holland, Glenn
Wilson, Jim Wright, Brett
Johnson, Dan Short, Joe Fears,
James Hicks, Lawrence Couch,
Dr. Roscoe Buckland, Middle
Kentucky River Council,
Kentucky Koal Kraft, Libby's
Jewelry, A & B Frame Shop,
representatives for Hazel
Ammermon, Ben Hampton and
turquoise jewelry and Helen
Price Stacy.
"We are looking forward to
this event," Ms. Baker said,
"and feel that it will become one
of the best annual arts and
crafts sales." She added that
the weekend would be "a great
opportunity for Christmas
buying."
Hours of the exhibit and sale
are 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday
(Nov. 29) and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sunday.
"Thanksgiving will be here
before you realize it," com-
mented Ms. Baker, "so mark
this date on your calendar. The
manager and everyone here at
the park will be hosts and ready
to help."
The popular park is near the
Daniel Boone National Forest
exit of Mountain Parkway at
Slade and accessible to
travelers on the interstates as




Have supper at Jerry's tonight. Choose your own appetizer,
entree and vegetables from the big new Supper Is Super menu.
It's all included in the price.
Then give this coupon to your waitress. Now your
child can order a whitefish, spaghetti, or hamburger steak dinner
for free from Jerry's children's menu.




SPAGHETTI or WHITEFISH or HAMBURGER STEAK
plus french fries and a vegetable
from Jerry's children's menu
when an accompanying adult orders from Jerry's
Supper is Super menu
Offer Expires Doc 6, 1975
Good Only At:
South t 2th Street
RESTAURANTS




The KSALPN District 17, Unit
1, Murray, Kentucky, is
sponsoring a workshop, "The
Stroke Patient," from 8:00 a. in.
to 3:30 p.m. at the Roy Stuart
Stadium Athletic Complex room
206, Murray State University,
on Friday, Nov. 7.
The guest speakers for the
workshop will be: Dr. Charles
Clark, M. D., General Practice;
Dr. John Quertermous M. D.
Internal Medicine; Dr, Jon
Hufluigle, Ph. D., assistant
professor and Director of
Speech and Hearing at NW;
Neal Tanner, L. P. T., B. S. in
Biology and Physical Therapy
Masters Public Health; and
Mrs. Jane Galyen R. N•,
Director of In-Service and




The topics of discussion will
be: "Causes and Effects and




Disorders," and "Post Critical
Care and Discharge Planning."
There will be a question and
answer session after each topic.
L. P. N's, R. N's, and
Students are invited. The en-
trance fee will be: Members $5,
non-members 87.50, and
students $2.50.
Dr. John Quertenneea,M. D.
Dr Jun Hufnagle, Ph. D.
Mim. Jane Galyen, R. N.
lir Charles Clark, M. D.
New trolleys join
old in 3 cities
The nation's mini-trolley
system is getting a boost.
Flyer Industries Ltd. is build-
Ing 457 new trolleys.
San Francisco will receive
10 of the new coaches, Bos-
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Regular $9 to SU
Now $6 to $2166
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KENTUCKY COMPOSERS CONCERT—These three faculty members in the musk department
at Murray State University were present at the Kentucky Composers Concert held Sunday on
the University of Kentucky campus. Henry Bannon (left), tenor, and Mrs. Marie Taylor, pianist,
performed works written by David Gowans (right) at the concert held at the annual Music
Teacher's Convention. (Photo by Cindy Lasley)
Less Litter, More Jobs Possible
With Law For Container Refunds
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) — A
reduction in litter and a pos-
sible increase in jobs would re-
sult if Kentucky were to pass a
law requiring refunds on bever-
age containers.
That conclusion is contained
in a study released today by
the Legislative Research Com-
mission. The report was pre-
pared in response to a 1974 Sen-
ate resolution which called for
a study of Kentucky's litter
problem and the potential ef-
fects of legislation to ban all
non-refillable containers or to
require that all containers be
refundable.
LRC researchers said the re-
sWts might be the same in
terms of energy and resource
conservation and pollution con-
trol if either form of legislation
were passed.
'But they said a refund law
was clearly preferable to a ban
on non-refillable containers.
The report said a ban was
not a guarantee that litter
would be reduced, since it
would not offer a monetary in-
centive.
The report also said adopting
such a ban would close the door
on possible future developments
that would make remelting con-
tainers conpetitive with refill-
ing them.
The report said the refund
law would encourage recycling
and allow free competition be-
tween different methods of rec-
ycling, and would interfere less
with the free market system
than would a ban.
Besides leading to a "signifi-
cant reduction in litter," a re-
fund law "would probably
cause a net increase in the
number of jobs.. because it
would require increased em-
ployment in breweries, bottling
plants, and retail stores for
handling the returnables."
The report noted that passage
of a refund law in Kentucky
might eliminate some jobs in
the manufacture of throw-away
glass bottles and beverage
cans, but would probably in-
crease the number of jobs in
returnable glass bottles. In any
event, the report said both
those effects on the container




division of solid waste of the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection has
received a $45,000 grant from
the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency to make a
survey of Kentucky industries
that produce hazardous waste.
Combined with 845,000 fur-
nished by the state, the federal
grant will be used to determine
;he amount of hazardous waste
produced in Kentucky and
where it is being disposed. The
state will also survey site
problems related to hazardous
waste and report on its findings.
There are not permitted
disposal sites in Kentucky for
potentially dangerous chemical
and liquid wastes, according to
Karl Patterson, director of the
hazardous waste program in the
zlvision of solid waste.
Although no one will know
tow much hazardous waste is
produced in Kentucky until late
spring when the study should be
finished, Patterson said: "It
must be a lot."
Paterson predicted that the
study will show most of the
hazardous material is cen-
tralized in the large
metropolitan areas such as
Louisville, Northern Kentucky
and Lexington. "The 15 or 16
paint manufacturing plants in
Louisville produce about 20,000
gallons of hazardous waste
during one week alone." he
said.
After the survey of the 1,500
industries in Kentucky is
completed, Patterson should
know where the state's
hazardous waste is being
disposed. "Since there ain't a
permitted place to put the stuff
in Kentucky, I suspect we'll
probably find that a lot of the
wastejs being dumped where it
shouldn't be," said Patterson.
He said hazardous wastes
have rnbally- been champed
illegally into rivers and solid
waste landfills and so far, the
only way an industry can
dispose ofks hazardous wiles
legally is to transport it out of
state to a suitable, legal
disposal site. "The expenses of
transporting the waste out of
state probably prompts some
people to get rid of it
illegally...and dangerously."
Two of the closest sites for
disposal of hazardous waste are
in Columbus, Ind. and Franklin,
Ohio. At these sites, oil is
separated from the remainder
of the material and the waste is
treated. Then the waste is







Mrs. Betty Webb, Rt. 5, Box
2259, Murray, Mrs. Brenda G.
Fleet and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Donna McWane,
Rt, 3, Benton, Miss Patricia Y.
Brown, 9314 Fern Creek,
Louisville, John Yocom, 416 So.
10th., Murray, Master Stephen
Malone, Box 2015,
Gatesborough, Murray, Master
Jason R. Almand, Box 2015,
Gatesborough, Murray, Master
Jason R. Almand, 1510
Clayshire, Murray, Richey
Phillips, Tr. No. 6, Shady Oaks,
Murray, Winan A. Dressel, 7705
Columbia Dr., Bridge View, Ill.,
Mrs. Dorothy Colson, 102 W.
7th., Benton, Edward J.
Shepard, Gen. Del., New
Concord, Everitt D. Whitson,
Rt. 7, Box 74, Murray, Mrs.
Merrie C. Spiceland, Rt. 4, Box
263, Murray, Mrs. Cathy S.
Feagin, Rt. 1, Hickory, Miss
Rita C. Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Beckham Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter„ Seigel Story, 315 N.
Poplar, Paris, Tn., Hontus V.
Boyd, Fern Terrace, Murray,
Roy T. Gregory, New Concord,
Clifford C. Trusty (expired), 503
SPY (.'ONV1CTED
Maj. John Andre was con-
victed dspying by a military
board on Sept. 29, 17ti0
outside Kentucky, since most of
the containers used in the state
are manufactured out of state.
Marketbasket Survey Shows Opponents Of Dam To Continue
Court Action Against IssueFood Bills Stable In October
By LOUISE COOK .
Associated Press Writer
Supermarket shoppers found
over-all grocery bills stayed
fairly steady during October,
an Associated Press market-
basket survey shows. Increases
in the price of chopped chuck,
frozen orange juice and butter
were balanced by declines in
the cost of eggs, hot dogs and
sugar.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items, check-
ed the price at one super-
miirket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973 and has rech-
ecked on or about the start of
each succeeding month.
During October, the market-
basket total at the checklist
store increased in six cities, up
an average 3 per cent, and de-
creased in seven cities, down
an average 2 per cent. Over-all,
the bill at the start of Novem-
ber was about a third of a per
cent higher than it was a
month earlier.
The situation was similar to
that in September when the bill
also increased at the checklist
store in six cities and declined
in seven.
The U.S. Department of Agri-
culture has predicted that food
prices will increase about 9 per
cent during 1975, compared to a
14-per-cent-boost last year.
The biggest price fluctuation
so far this year has been in
sugar. At the start of 1975, a
five-pound sack cost about $3.
Prices have declined steadily
since then and now average
about 81.40 for a five-pound
sack.
If sugar is included in the to-
tal, the AP survey shows the
marketbasket bill has declined
since the start of the year at
the checklist store in 11 cities.
If stager is not included, how-
ever, the survey shows the
marketbasket bill has increased
at the checklist store in every
city, up an average of 8.5 per
cent.
Among other findings in the
latest survey:
—The price of chopped chuck
increased at the checklist store
in nine of the 13 cities sur-
veyed. The biggest boost was in
Salt Lake City where the price
of a pound of chopped chuck
went from 73 cents to 85 cents,
an increase of 16 per cent. '
The higher prices reflect the
gain-fed beef that is coming to
market. Earlier this year,
much of the meat in the super-
markets — particularly for •
hamburger — was less ex-
pensive grass-fed beef which
generally is leaner and, some
people believe, less tender than
the grain-fed variety.
—Egg prices, which had been
rising in recent months,
dropped again. The price of a
dozen eggs declined at the
checklist store in nine of the
cities surveyed and increased
in only one — Albuquerque,
N.M. The price was unchanged
in the other three cities.
—The price of a pound of but-
ter increased at the checklist
store in eight of the cities sur-
veyed, reflecting higher milk
prices.
—Frozen orange juice prices,
which have stayed steady for
more than two years, increased
last month. The price of a six-
ounce can of frozen orange
juice concentrate went up at
the checklist store in seven of
the cities surveyed.
The items on the AP check-
list were: chopped chuck, cen-
ter cut pork chops, frozen or-
ange juice concentrate, coffee,
paper towels, butter, Grade-A
medium white eggs, creamy
peanut butter, laundry deter-
gent, fabric softener, tomato
sauce, chocolate chip cookies,
milk, all-beef frankfurters and
granulated sugar.
The cities checked were: Al-
buquerque, N.M., Atlanta, Ga.,
Boston, Chicago, Dallas, De-
troit, Los Angeles, Miami, New
York, Philadelphia, Providence,
Salt Lake City and Seattle.
EPILEPSY MENACE
Epilepsy, the central
nervous system disease, af-







LEXINGTON, Ky. CAP) —
Though the Army Corps of En-
gineers has ceased efforts to
construct a darn on the Red
River in Eastern Kentucky, op-
ponents of the project say they
will try to carry on with court
action against the dam.
Oscar N. Geralds, a Lexing-
ton attorney who represents the
Red River Gorge Legal Defense
Fund, Inc., said Monday the
group will fight an expected
move to have the suit dis-
missed.
The corps has proposed since
1982 to build a dam and lake in
the Powell County stretch of
the Red River Gorge.
But Gov. Julian Carroll said
in September he opposed the
;32 million flood control, recre-
ation and water supply project,
and the corps told Congress
funds should not be appro-
priated for the dam.
While it still carries the con-
gressional authorization it has
had since 1962, "practically
speaking, the project is dead,"
said Asst. U.S. Atty. David L.
Huber, who represents the
corps.
Huber said it Congress re-
fuses to approve money
for the project, as expected, he
will move to have the U.S. Dis-
trict Court suit against it dis-
missed "without prejudice"—
meaning opponents of the proj-
ect would have the right to re-
file it later if desired.
"There is no precedent I
know of for going ahead with a
suit in a case like this," he
said. "I think we've all got bet-
ter things to do."
But Geralds said he and oth-
er opponents of the project fear
the corps could be biding its
time before making a renewed
effort to build a Red River
dam.
"We'd rather fight this thing
to the finish now that we have
the momentum," he said.
Also, he said, even if Carroll
continued to oppose the dam,
there is no guarantee the next
Kentucky governor will do the
same.
"I just can't see fighting this
thing every four years, which is
what would happen if we don't
fight it out in court," he said.
Land-use planning
program launched
A new land-use planning
tool, a computer program to
investigate the effects of ma-
jor land-use changes on air
quality in the San Francisco
Bay area, is ready to roll at
the University of California's
Livermore Laboratory.
The program has been de-
veloped in a 28-month joint
effort by the laboratory, the
Bay Area Air Pollution Con-

















125 only $ 7075c
lb. per week for
14 weeks
SPECIAL BONUS!
5 IBS. PORK CHOPS...31°'
7 LBS. CHICKENS "1












5 tss. BACON 31°'
5 LBS. SAUSPZE-.
5 LBS. HAM slce
Your choice of one with any quarter or
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Use Our Budget Plan
Here's How It Works
1. No money down required
2. 1st payment in 30 days
3. 2 more monthly payments
4. No interest or carrying charges








404 ,k 412011. FRYERS s5'
iriPc.cot, I 10 LB. PORK CHOPS 1'
One" 10 LB. BACON s89a




753-0020 or 753-0021 FOR APPOINTMENT
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FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 075
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr Ali
Staff changes could bring
some extra chores, more
responsibility, but don't be
above picking another's brains
for helpful guidance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You can begin to take action
now, can start making decisions
in pending issues - but not until
after noon.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21
Fine Mercury influences. A
good day for expansion
generally, acting on unusual
ideas, launching new projects.
CANCER
June 22 to July MI (C)
Routine matters may not go
as planned. A "lesser light"
may offer much needed help.
Don't underestimate his ability.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug.• 23) afg
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the per-
sepal side, there's possibility of
a new romance.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riPLA
Home and family interests
under highly beneficial stars. In
fact, a recent domestic problem
will finally be straightened out
satisfactorily.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ian
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism now. No matter
what disappointments you may
encounter, keep on plugging.
Try to pattern your day after
previous successful ones.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) IneeV
You are left pretty much on
your own to decide on the best




Not long ago I read a newspaper
column that expressed a
philosophy I had to agree vnth.
The point was made that we do so
much business over lunch and that
self-advancement should not be
combined with eating
This. I think, puts the finger on a
modern curse.
Eating should be enjoyable, not
a  iated with anxiety. The spirit
should be one of relaxation, not of
competition or exploitation.
EATING can and should be
ceremonial, as it is in some
foreign countries This doesn't
mean it has to consume a great
deal of time I say this because
we Americans are so time-con-
scious But a satisfying lunch
should be an escape from the com-
petitive realities of the business
world Better to have lunch with a
friend than a customer. Or a
customer who is- your friend.
Make it a celebration of your in-
terest in each other, rather than a
grappling with business problems
We're all guilty of reducing the
quality of our lives by associating
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 2.1 to Dec. 21)
You may feel too closely
regimented or fret that your
best ideas are "not ap-
preciated." Curb such thoughts
and carry on smilingly. In 24
hours, generous influences will
bring reward.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan. 20) Vii4C
Prevailing influences indicate
the possibility of some decep-
tion in your area. Be alert, and
ready to counteract with firm-
ness. Above all, avoid those who
have deceived you before.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You can reap something of a
harvest from past efforts, but
don't let up now. Continued
striving will bring still greater
rewards.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
C.
You will wind up "in the red"
on day's balance sheet if you do
not think and function com-
petently right from the start. By
directing energies smartly
however, you can achiv
much.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
quick thinker and equally quick
in action, but you can get into
-hot water" this way if -not
careful. You are sensitive,
intuitive and emotional and are
one of the kindest and most
loving of the Scorpio com-
binations. The usually sharp
edges, bestowed by Mars, are
softened, but they retain their
intensity. Extremely versatile,
there are many fields from
which you could choose what
should be a brilliant career, but
outstanding are science, music,
literature, dancing and
medicine. You also have ex-
cellent business acumen and, if
you choose this field as a life
work, should take up one of the
arts — preferably music or
dancing — as an avocation.




by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Conswilank Hatkowatelltr, emelfrP
WITH BUSINESS LUNCH
eating with pressures I do it You
do it And the Internal Revenue
Department allows us deductions
for a certain amount of eating
when talking business
But it's poor nutrition
WHICH LEADS me to comment
on the Increasing popularity of
"brown-bagging." I'm not par-
ticularly fond of the expression
But it is increasingly being used to
describe the business of packing a
lunch for work. It's no secret that
many an executive briefcase or at-
tache case contains sandwiches
along with business papers.
But if the sandwiches and
business papers are separated
from each other for a quiet respite
in a man's own office, something
is gained Even if he reads some of
the papers while enjoying a sand-
wich and milk, he is freer from the
pressure situations that surround
him the rest of the day
This is not a treatise against
restaurants, but a plea against
their misuse. Dining out for lunch
or dinner can be one of the great
joys of life—but not combined with
business
Plumbing Code Panel Meets To Review Product Approval Requests
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Meeting here recently, the
newly appointed members of
the state plumbing code com-
mittee adopted guidelines to
Ninety-nine per cent of the
,rucks inspected at Kentucky
weigh stations are found to have
safety defects, according to the
latest figures compiled by the
state Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation. Most of the troubles
are relatively minor and can be
quickly corrected, Col. Roby E.
Meadows, director of the
Department of Transportation's
division of highway en-
forcement ( DHE ), indicated.
In fact, some are so minor
that you would not recognize
!hem as "defects" in your own
car, he said.
DHE is charged with seeing
!hat trucks, ranging from small
pick-ups to semi-trailers,
comply with state and federal
laws regulating their operation
on Kentucky highways.
The division operates 13
permanent weigh stations
across Kentucky. Its officers
also set up temporary weigh
stations at various points along
the highways, using portable
scales, on a variable schedule
not announced in advance.
Explaining that safety is a
prime consideration, Col.
Meadows said his officers
conduct an average of 1,800 or
more inspections per month.
During August, they reported
1,806 defects out of a total 1,810
inspections.
Since every truck moving
through a state weigh station
can't be inspected completely,
DHE officers spot check many
of the trucks as they pull into
station ramps and on to the
scales.
Truckers usually are asked to
park for a complete check only
when the vehicle has not gone
through the station before or
within the recent past. For
those traveling through the
station once every week or so,
one inspection a year is
generally considered to be
enough, Meadows said.
Vehicles found to have safety
defects which are not con-
sidered immediately dangerous
are allowed to proceed;
however, the driver is in-
structed to mail DHE a copy of
a compliance check signed by
the mechanic who later corrects
the fault. The card must be
received within ten days.
Other defects, specifically
defined by Kentucky law as
dangerous, result in the truck's
being grounded at the weigh
station and declared out of
service. The truck may not be
moved again until repairs are
made—right there on the spot,
Meadows said.
"Our vigorous enforcement of
state and federal trucking laws
is aimed at correcting safety
violations which represent
potential danger to the driving
public and to the truck drivers
themselves," Meadows said.
Although safety is DHE's first
priority, they also issue
citations to truckers found to be
in violation of various other
Health Planning Council Develops
New Bed Formula To Serve Elderly
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
state's Comprehensive Health
Planning Council has developed
a new flexibility bed formula to
assure quality health services
fur Kentucky's elderly.
The new formula has
developed with input from the
15 regional health planning
councils. Most regional ...•ounciLs
stated that they neede i more
intermediate care beds to serve
their respective areas.
Each district will use the new
formula to distribute in-
,ermediate care and personal
care beds. Intermediate care
beds will be distributed ac-
cording to two per cent of the
population of people aged 65 and
over and personal care beds will
be distributed according to one
per cent.
Intermediate care is the
degree of care given to patients
who require medical treatment
or long-term rehabilitative
Ireatment. Personal care is the
level of care given to persons
who require non-medical in-
stitutional care and are unable
to meet their own personal
needs completely. Persons at
this level of care do not require
c9fitinitPtia...flUrsli1R,2r medical
care, but may require in-
'ermittent care by a physician
or a home health nurse.
The new formula will be up
for review on or before June,
1976. During that period, con-
versions of intermediate and
personal care facilities will be
given priority over new con-
structions.
The council approved forming
a long-term care committee to
conduct in-depth research on
projects. One of the first studies
to be made by the committee
will be the present policy on the
inspection of mini-homes.
The council asked for a
determination on who should
make the inspection, when the
inspection should be conducted
and what it should consist of in
regard to quality care.
In addition, the council asked
'he committee to study the
current policy of moving non-
ambulatory patients from
family care homes. The
members feel that exceptions
should be made to the current
policy, especially when moving
a patient could endanger his
emotional well-being.
Four applications from
Western Kentucky health care
facilities were approved by the
+Brantley Family Personal
Care _Home...Lyon County.;
Dotson Family Personal Care
Horne, Caldwell County; and
Smith Family Personal Care
Home, Caldwell County, were
approved to establish three-bed
family personal care homes;
+Mayfield Personal Care
Home, Mayfield, was approved
to convert 49 personal care beds




In addition to reviewing 40
health services and facilities,
.he council took the following
actions:
+Extended the certificate of
Surgicenter of Louisville, Inc.,
for a six-month period, giving
'he applicant an opportunity to
document the new ownership;
+Extended the certificate of
Shalornwald, LaGrange, for a
six-month period, giving the
applicant an opportunity to
document the changes in the
corporate structure of the legal
applicant;
+Did not extend the cer-
ificate of the Linda Kay Wells
Family Care Home, Huston-
vile, or the Carnes Family Care
Home, Lexington, at the ap-
plicants' requests;
+ Revoked the certificate of
he Clara Sebree Family Per-
sonal Care Home, Hupldnsville,
unahe recommendatiow of the
Pennyrile Health Planning
Council based on the applicant's
failure to submit a progress
report.
ease the product review
process, reviewed the first
requests to come to them from
companies petitioning for ap-
proval of their products and
state and iederal laws.
For example, overweight
trucks and those not carrying
proper registration, or trucks
operating without specific
operating authority, can be
cited. Drivers of the vehicles
then must appear before the
judge of the county in which the
citation was issued.
In the first eight months of
this year, 14,427 citations were
issued as compared with 13,607
over the same period in 1974.
LOST AND FOUND
Lose your Social Security
card? You can get a duplicate
by notifying any Social Secu-
rity office. It should be dose
as soon as possible and gen-
erally the duplicate will be
mailed to you.
recommended changes in state
Plumbing regulations.
The plumbing committee —
an advisory group to the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection
(NREPt — will send the new
guidelines to pkumbing-related
cortiPatues in the state that may
wish to petition for approval of
their product& "1(The new process works like
this. First the company
Petitioning for approval of a
Product must send a letter
requesting review of the
product to the chairperson of
the plumbing code committee.
That letter must be received 14
days before the next meeting
date.
After acknowledgement from
NREP that the request was
received, the company is
notified whether or not the item
Will be placed on the agenda for
the next committee meeting. If
It is placed on the agenda, the
company displaying its product
will have about 15 minutes to
make its presentation.
According to Art Curtis,
special advisor to the state
OTASCO
HOME OF BETTER VALUES




Price • . 
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tivillorvoacci;jgrose ond he.
with pielreesoAlterbk and two .
It
(Batteries not included.) ... ,,, fr reo drum heads. Hos
om•to re and boss drums.
Complete with sticks, cymbals, tone
block, cow bell and pedal beater.
plumbing director, the com-
pany's presentation should be
concise and thorough. 'the
plumbing code committee
should be able to inspect the
product before or during the
presentation," said Curits.
"The product sample should be
big enough to allow the com-
mittee to make a proper
evaluation."
Within two weeks after the
presentation, the committee
will notify the company of its
comments or decision.
During the recent meeting,
the plumbing code committee
considered requests from three
plumbing-related companies —
Monogram Industry, Armco
Steel Corp. and the Plastic Pipe
Institute.
Okayed were the Magic Flush
Sewage System of Monogram
Industry and ABS solid wall and
truss pipe for sewers, which
was presented by Armco Steel
Corp. Use of those products is
also subject to certain
limitations of the state water
quality division.
Also approved were two of
five requests made by the
Plastic Pipe Institute. The
group okayed dropping annual
certification of individual
companies. Also approved was
the request to allow the use of
Union Traps, ABS and PVC for
drain, waste and vent pipes.
The plumbing committee
rejected the company's request
for allowing the use of plastic
pipe in buildings up to six
stories. Plastic pipe is now
allowed in buildings up to two
stories. Also rejected was
removal of restrictions on
drain, waste and vent lines
serving as a fixture under a
finished floor. The group turned
down a request to use plastic
pipes, ABS and PVC below
ground on an unlimited basis.
Also during the meeting, the
committee adopted some
changes in the state plumbing
code, which were recommended
by NREP. Those included
amendments to define
basement and to provide for a
three-inch branch, This section
tells how to sizes fixture branch
and how to limit it. Also adopted
were clarifications on the
number of house drains and
stacks allowed and measures to
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Set Inc) • everything the junior
Police (- er needs to keep the
bad gu. it of town. 7711.
BLACK
BOARD 17"
666 justs from 24-in. to31/2-ft. long. Aci-
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Choose between these f,ne 30" Gas or
Electric Ranges. Lift up top and remov-
able oven door for convenience in
cleaning. All porcelo'n oven, chrome-
plated oven rocks ond slanted control
panel. Many more features.
\\._ Go; 117 Ps Electric P
Reg. 19.99
Equipment and instructions for 60
-tricks. Includes Rabbit In Hot,
Penetrating Vision ond mony







Plus delivery and installation
speeches.
The next meeting of the
plumbing code coaunittee is
scheduled for 10*. m., Nov. 11,
In the auditorium of the Capital
Plaza Tower in Frankfort.
Letters requesting review of a
product should be addressed to:
Chrperson, Plumbing Code
Committee, c-o Arthur S. Curtis
Jr., 8th Floor, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
LOSE WEIGHT
FAST
New clinical tests completed et a
major university hospital prove that the
ODRINEX Ptan will help you lose
OWNS weight quickly
ODRINEX contains an amazing
hunger tamer that suppresses the
impolite. Enjoy three good meals a day
as the tiny ODRINEX tablet helps
you eat less without being hungry
Wkh *ewer calories, your weight goes
down. Sate taken as directed will not
mob you nervous.
Look better, feel better as you start
Illtriming down today with 0 DRI NE X
4U:faction guaranteed or money back
Fully jointed, sleeping •ysts
& rooted hair. With beauty
aids-comb, brush, lipstick,




Perfect for your favorite baby dolt. Pink and white folding
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Mod Denim-look seat. 3-bor
frame for •xtra strength.
Safety refloctorized for bet-
ter visibility. D•pondablo
coastse beaks Rust resistant
Chrome fenders. 65 ii. 1)1
10- TAINS '\
PI 11197
Large flier step, ball-beoring front
wheel Chrome handlebars and
front fender. ssisi
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All 'you need to enjoy yourfavorite FM and AM radio
programs, cassettes and make recordings directly
"off the air- or "live".
• FM/AM radio has built-in AFC (Automatic Frequency Control)
to reduce FM drift • Slide-rule radio dial • Unique easy-to-
use Push to Play/Stop tape control • Record directly from
radio through internal circuitry • Fixed level speaker monitor
when recording from radio • Earphone monitor capability
• Sensitive built-in condenser microphone for live recording
• Automatic end-of-tape shut-off • AC/DC power: operates
on 4 "C" batteries (not incl.) or AC Converter (incl.) • Built-in
erase guard • Jacks for optional earphone, remote microphone
and external power (AC Converter (incl.) or optional Car/Boat
Adapter) • Automatic Level Control (ALC) • Easy-load
cassette carrying door • Automatic switching from battery to
AC when converter is used • 30" telescopic whip antenna
for FM reception • 'Carry handle for easy portability • Color:
Black and Silver _IP Dimensions: 8" .W , 101/4 " H (With handle),
31/4" D • Shipping weight: 6 lbs.
74s-.































COMPLETE STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM
The clear, rich sound of the 9 7501 Stereo System has been engineered for personal
listening pleasure, It features an eight-track cartridge tape player with a built-in multiplex
tuner, a precision engineered three-speed automatic changer, matched speaker system and




• Five position function switch for AM, FM, FM Stereo, Tape, Auxiliary input.
• Lighted slide rule dial.
• Tuning control provides precision station selection
• Tone control, volume control,.balance control
• Up-front tack for pereophones
EIGHT-TRACK TAPE 'PLAYER
• System olaysautomapc continuous music, or the channel selector switch allows manual program irilect,o.
• Innovative quadrant sequence lighting indicator identifies which program is playing
SPEAKER SYSTEM
• Two high sensitivity speakers (importance -8 ohml in tr x 11" enclosures with decorator grille cloth
THREE-SPEED AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
• Jam-resistant changer plays 33 1'3, 45 and 78 rpm records - it features reliable rnechanrsm end safety motor
• The 7,.'4" turntable is Cot/Wiled to absorb accideptal bumps and Ws.
• StereoPhonic ceramic cartridge is highly compliant, rugged and resists both heat and moisture. The diamond pi,
undorm in size and quality
• Protective tinted dust cover and 45 rpm adapter are included
ROLL-AROUND COMPONENT STAND
• "Easy-roll- Laster s for full mobility.
• Brushed elunsintrrn
DIMENSIONS
• Receiver - 18" wide, 4" high, 10 deep.
• Speakers - 11" wideajrihigh, deep
iosr • Changer -,11t." ~Sr,- 3" high, 94' deep
asSHIPPING WEIGHT
• 56 poonds
'WM. it. addetqn of Iva° lootoonall beck speak..., you, re.eo yysfirrn corner eiiv. rod, P. tpanal 04,0104 fa, we. hem,,,,,,•
SC2208
(9-7501)
. . ' •







Portable 8-Track Tape Player
designed for today's big sound
GE's POWER SOUND 8-Track Cartridge Tape
Player with 2 speakers, tone control and auto-
matic program sequencing. 3-way Power capa-
bility and adjustable shoulder/carry strap allows
you to tote it and play it practically anywhere.
Accessory PA mike makes it possible for you to
sing-along. The machine for music lovers on the
go who want big sound combined with con-
venient size and portability.
• 2-speaker system with 81/2" woofer and 21/4" tweeter
• Tone control
• Automatic or manual program sequencing
• Program indicator lights
• Stereo tape head with monaural amplifier
• Three-way Power: Operates on 8 "D" size batteries
(not incl.) or AC with built-in line cord, or optional
Car/ Boat Adapter
• Automatic AC/DC switching
• Mike input jack for accessory sing-along or PA mike
• Heavy-duty triple purpose carry strap . . . adjustable for
shoulder strap, hand carry length or removable
SAVE $20"
FM/AM/FM Stereo/Matrix, 4-Channel Receiver with










"Strata II" Deluxe 3-Speed .
Automatic Changer
Innovative "Strata II" design iso-
lates and suspends turntable and
pick-up arm mechanisms to reduce
vibrations.
Great stereo sound plus 4-channel excitement with discrete
tapes. SO 4-channel broadcasts, or synthesized 4-channel
from any stereo source. Includes 4 quality Air Suspension
speakers.
• Exceptional Fr AM FM Stereo or SO 4-channel broadcast reception
• Matrix decod r for SO encoded material and synthesizes 2-channel
input for 4-channel eflecl • 8-Track player for stereo and discrete 4'
channel cartridges • "Joystick" Ouadra-balance control • Four air sus-
pension speakers, each with high compliwoe 8" woofer and 3" tweeter
. Jacks include output and'input for aca•sory stereo, 4-channel phone •













































































































SELECTION OF KODAK DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
CAMERAS, FILM, AND FLASH!

































8-cup automatic drip filter coffee maker
brews coffee the way experts say it should
be brewed.
Fast, easy, automatic, delicious!
Norelco 8 cup drip filter coffee maker.
Lay-A-Way Now!
—7741E FASTEST SALON DRYER
for your home
Timely features include:
• With penetrating mist for
instant curling and
conditioning
• Extra large Bohet . holds
the biggest rollers made
• Exclusive Comfort Vent keeps
heat from face and neck
• Adjustable Heat Control for
drying efficiency
• Collapsible and portable for






















With self sharpening Schick stainless blades
for yaws of close, smooth shoving.
'Custom head designed for both legs and underarms.
No Changing of heads required )
_-'"•4"•""--4Pttstrbuttort heed removal forossy
'Quality tested for quietness and trouble-free service. —
*Compact design, engineered for ease of use.













There s fresh new beauty and color
in Comings newest decoration—
Country Festival! Menu-Ette Set
includes 1 and 1/2 pt covered
saucepans arid 61/2 inch covered
skillet See them today!
•manutacturei s Suggested Puce
Big Savings on This
Versatile 6-piece
Corning Ware g Trio Set
tkoese liani Gauntry esiurai- . _
Sore 0 tip fle,,qv Co,ntlevor C mbiem













Take advantage of big savings or of 3 work-saving
--ntrt==termrtettrs-d ¶ iTsa7 rpgry,  *mt.-
2 qt covered saucepans .Plus plastic storage cover that fits
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER'S
Few Cancer-Causing Chemicals Reported By Schools In State
FRANKFORT,'Ky.—Only
four high schools and 17 colleges
have thus far reported the
presence of certain cancer-
causing chemicals in their
laboratories following an
August notification and request
for registration of the chemicals
by he sate Department of
Labor.
Dr. J. Bradford Block,
medical consultant for the
departr.ient, explained that
letters were mailed to 350
Kentucky high schools and 42
colleges advising them of the
chemicals. More than 200 high
school responses and 17 college
reports have been received
since the mailing.
Dr. Block said most of the
chemicals would be found only
in more advanced labs where
hey are used. for detection of
changes in an acid balance or to
determine the strength of a
solution.
The medical consultant ex-
plained hat the registration
request stemmed from a
rowine college survey by
department employes in which
some of the chemicals were
found to have been placed
unlabeled on a shelf with no
warning precautions.
Dr. Block said that students
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Until
recently, few Kentuckians
worried much about running out
of water. That's changing.
In recent years, the division
of water resources in the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection, has
been looking more closely at
applicants seeking to withdraw
water from streams and lakes
in the state. In a couple of in-
stances, the division has cut
back the amount of water a
permit applicant is allowed to
withdraw.
Trim down for holiday fun
and fashion!












We are proud to be a one stop
store where you can get your
merchandise and get SERVICE
too.
We truly appreciate your
patronage in the past and








We are an authorized service
station for-__Craig-on,ly for_
what we sell.
should not be alarmed by the
notification since minimal risks
are involved if the chemicals
are handled properly. He ad-
ded, however, that many of the
schools have decided to dispose
Dick Rohlf, who is in charge
of the division's water with-
drawal permit program,
predicts that the number of
applications cut back or
rejected will increase as in-
dustrial development increases.
In 1966, the state began
keeping tabs on who was using
water from Kentucky streams
and lakes. the 1966 law was
intended to control the
development of water
resources. Today, the division
issues permits to users of mor
ethan 10,000 gallons of water a
day.
The first water withdrawal
permit was issued to
Shelbyville, which was with-
drawing one million gallons of
water a day in 1966. In 1976, its
permit was revised to allow
withdrawal of two million
gallons a day.
Since then, 777 water with
drawal permits have been
issued. The latest was issued to
Gal-Glo Coal Co. of Whitley
County. It will withdraw 240,000
gallons of water a day from
Bennetts Branch.
Of the permits issued, Rohlf
estimates just over 600 are
active. Many of the inactive
ones are issued to small
municipal water plants that
have been consolidated with
another water withdrawal
plant.
Louisville — with one with-
drawal point — is the largest'
single user of water in the state
It takes between 120 and 130
million gallons of water from
the Ohio River every day
Lexington — with two with-
drawal points — takes 32 million
gallons a day from the Ken-
tucky River.
Some industries, such as
Westvaco in Western Kentucky,
rival for second place. West-
vaco withdraws 25 million
gallons 7 -day from the
Mississippi River. DuPont at
Louisville withdraws about 40
million gallons a day from the
Ohio River.
One of the largest water
users, however, isn't permitted.
That's the WA Paradise Plant
which uses the water for
cooling. Power plants and
agricultural consumers aren't
required to obtain a permit.
Water withdrawn to be injected
underground for secondary
recovery of oil or gas also is
exempt.
According to Rohlf, much of
the water that is withdrawn is
returned to the streams.
Municipal water systems return
much through their sewage
treatment plants. However,
other water, such as that which
evaporates from the TVA
cooling tower, is lost.
As long as a stream will carry
enough water for all users,
Rohlf said the divsion will issue
a permit to withdraw water for
any purpose. However, if the
withdrawal will limit the water
available to other users, the
permit will be denied or the
amount of water the division
will allow the applicant to with-
draw will be reduced.
The division monitors how
much water is being withdrawn
through semi-annual reports
submitted by the permit
holders. The computer files on
those reports have been used by
water planning analysis and
state government consultants.
Usually there's enough water
to go around. "If the withdrawal
is from the Ohio or the
Mississippi, we don't look at the
permit application very hard,"
said Rohlf. "There's plenty of
water in those rivers to go
around."
of the chemicals since they are
not used very often and
heref ore are not worth the risk.
Dr. Block said the chemicals
are usually placed in special
containers and buried in
stream so much that not enough
water would have been left for
the users downstream.
"Though we've just gotten
into denials," added Rohlf, "as
development continues and as
more sources withdraw water
from some streams, we'll
probably be denying more
applicants for permits. For
sure, we're looking at the
permits harder now because
some of the streams already
have near their maximum of
permitted withdrawals."
PASS NAMED
A geographic feature in the
Cascade Mountains of Oregon
officially has been named
Opie Dilldock Pass in honor
of the popular newspaper
cartoon character of the
early 1900's, the U.S. Board
on Geographic Names has
announced.
However, Rohlf said some
proposed water withdrawals
have been reduced during the
last few yeArs. "'These have
beep minor cases," said Rohlf,
ntt not nurfor -tlerdsbr vr -
cutbacks." One denial was for a
trailer park. Rohlf said the
proposed water withdrawal























sanitary landfills as a means of
disposal.
The doctor said his staff
planned to send a follow-up
letter to the schools with a list of
trade names the chemicals


































































































Evelyn Tucker Laurie Tobey Rosemary Kondratko
Specializing in Shampoos, Haircuts,
Tints and Permanents
Evelyn's Beauty Salon
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40-150 mm (6 in) Extensior
.t-Speed Adaptor
e1-3/1 in (f) x 1 4 in (m)
 .141 Mit Spark Plug Socket —
SAVE
2.11
Really eats & drinks
feels soft like a
real baby
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JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS
YOU ARE PROBABLY ALREADY REGISTERED TO WIN ONE
OF OUR NEW WEEKLY "BANKROLL" CASH DRAWINGS!
FIRST WEEK'S
BANKROLL AWARD
$ 1 0 0000
Every single week our store offers your family a
chance to win hundreds and sometimes thousands
of dollars.
It's called BANKROLL. It's easy to play and easy
to win. Simply register your family name for our
Bankroll drum and receive a Free punch card which
must be punched in our store once each week.
Bankroll is one of the ways for us to say Thank
You, as well as adding a little excitement to you'?
weekly shopping.




















*SPECIAL ORDERS ONLY ON LOBSTERS

















10th IL Chestnut 12th & Story














CRACKERS 1 Lb. BOX394
SALAD DRESSING QT. 594
46 oz. GOLDEN DELICIOUS
Tomato Juice 59 Apples 3 lb. BAG 49
!GA
Applesauce. • ..28' Yellow Corn
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